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THE GREENING OF GREEN

the sands of the time of our lives in our fists—the
tighter we squeeze, the faster our time runs out
between our fingers.
The impersonal view won’t let us remain comfortably settled within the familiar, carbon-intensive
world we have built. But the thought of abandoning this political-economic ship feels like high
diving into dark water. The impersonal sends

BRU CE
JENNIN G S

At the approach of danger, two voices always speak
with equal force in a man’s soul: one quite reasonably
tells the man to consider the properties of the danger
and the means of saving himself from it; the other
says still more reasonably that it is too painful and
tormenting to think about the danger, when it is not
in man’s power to foresee everything and save himself
from the general course of things, and therefore it is
better to turn away from the painful things until they
come and think about what is pleasant.

mid-course correction. The personal perspective
sleepwalks, but the warning siren of the impersonal gets louder with each new scientific report.
A case in point is the forthcoming report from the
Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), an
independent intergovernmental body comprising
more than 130 member governments. The IPBES

—Leo Tolstoy1

tracks changes in global biodiversity the way the

The fight is, definitely, not yet lost... because however
warm the planet gets, it will always be the case
that the decade that follows could contain more
suffering or less.

IPCC does for climate change. Due out soon is

—David Wallace-Wells

human societies.4

An observation by the poet/philosopher John

The report notes that the degradation of biodi-

Koethe is pertinent to the political predicament of

versity and ecosystemic conditions has become

2

climate action. “Each of us has a ‘personal’ perspective on his or her own life,” Koethe writes,
“from which we can’t help but regard that life
and its interests and concerns with tremendous
seriousness, and which invests them with an importance informing almost every aspect of our deliberation and practical reasoning. Yet each of us
is also capable of self-awareness and of mentally
‘stepping back’ and regarding that life and its concerns from an impersonal perspective.”3
In the face of our current climate crisis there is a
great divide between the personal and impersonal
perspectives. The personal wants retention and
continuity and is willing to defend them. On the
other hand, the climate messages from the im-
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an SOS, rather than counseling a comfortable

a massive new report documenting the serious
decline in biodiversity across the globe and the
dangers that creates for life on Earth and for

so severe that piecemeal efforts to protect individual species are not enough. In major land
habitats all over the world the abundance of
native plant and animal life has declined by at
least 20 percent over the past century. In addition, global warming has become a major factor
in biodiversity decline. According to the New
York Times, the IPBES report calls for “transformative changes” that include curbing wasteful consumption, slimming down agriculture’s
environmental footprint, and cracking down
on illegal logging and fishing. “It is no longer
enough to focus just on environmental policy,”
says Sandra M. Díaz, an ecologist at the National
University of Córdoba in Argentina and the lead

personal point of view are clear, but profoundly

author of the report. “We need to build biodiver-

unsettling. These messages come not only from

sity considerations into trade and infrastructure

external experts, but also from within ourselves

decisions, the way that health or human rights

when we mentally step back and reassess our

are built into every aspect of social and economic

form of life. We quite literally are people who hold

decision-making.”5
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The geo-physical and biological planetary systems

The second way to define the challenge is to

are all under stress, and those anthropogenic

seek a synthesis and accommodation between

stresses are converging in some cases. The crucial-

the personal and the impersonal perspectives.

ly important Earth-system processes are usually

The objective should be to integrate the impuls-

considered to be: climate change, biosphere in-

es and demands of the view from our own lives

tegrity, stratospheric ozone depletion, ocean acid-

and homes with the view from everywhere—the

ification, biogeochemical flows (phosphorus and

global, or planetary, view. Such integration—or

nitrogen cycles), land-system change, freshwater

perhaps I should say re-integration, for it has

use, and atmospheric aerosol loadings. Each of
6

these affects one or more of the others. A totality
that climate scientist Johan Rockström calls “hyper-connectivity” characterizes the Earth.
Taking on board the overwhelming scientific evidence of human-induced climate change—and,
harder still, making sense of what social and personal actions are necessary to mitigate its current
and future effects—leaves most of us disoriented
in moral time and space. What do we owe to those
who will come after us, and how can we protect

been accomplished at certain times in the past—is
neither logically nor psychologically impossible.
The eighteenth century political philosopher
Edmund Burke is often taken to be a thinker who
opts for the defense of the personal in a war with
the impersonal, but that reading oversimplifies
his thought. I think what he had in mind was actually a ground-up connection, not an antithesis,
between the personal and the impersonal when
he wrote: “To be attached to the subdivision, to
love the little platoon we belong to in society, is

them through our actions now?

the first principle (the germ as it were) of public

There are two basic ways of defining the challenge

we proceed towards a love to our country, and to

that timely climate action poses for humankind.
One is to accept the inevitable conflict between
the personal and impersonal perspectives and
to say that our future depends on the triumph
of the impersonal. The armaments in this clash
will be the restructuring of desire, greed, and
self-interest through laws and regulations such
as carbon taxation, replacing private ownership
with commons trusteeship, and the like. Some
means must be found to empower the impersonal perspective of science and justice by instilling
it in those who manage and regulate our law, our
governance, and our economic institutions. Only
in this way can we step back from and break the
hold of continuity and comfort that global capitalism and the sovereignty of fossil carbon have
over our lives. And only in this way can we counteract the great number of people who, naturally enough, resist change. To be skeptical is not
the problem, to follow what is false and wrong
is. John Donne saw this in another age while

affections. It is the first link in the series by which
mankind.”8
I believe that the connection is less foundational or germinal and more dialectical than Burke
seems to allow; an ethical regard for universal
rights and dignity can also nurture community
and solidarity in the face-to-face relationships of
everyday life. When an ethics of principles and
an ethos of relationships co-exist and are co-creative, they form a circuit, not a ladder. One can
be a member of a family, a republic, a civil society
network, a church, and an interdependent species
on a planet of ecosystemic life, all at the same
time without undue cognitive dissonance. Put
another way, the local and the global need not be
antithetical, any more than the personal and the
impersonal perspectives need to be, or for that
matter, any more than the sense of community
membership (being in solidarity with others) and
the sense of autonomy (being your own person)
need to be.

trying to act upon truth without stifling freedom

Accordingly, my thesis is that the second, accom-

of thought: “doubt wisely; in strange way/To

modationist approach holds the most promise as a

stand inquiring right, is not to stray;/To sleepe

way out of the predicament of climate action. The

or runne wrong, is.”7

key to seeing this is the distinction between form
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and content. The form of the personal perspective

if rising greenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere

is imminent or incarnate; it is deeply emplaced in

and global warming continue, the personal per-

landscapes and ways of life that are familiar (so-

spective at the local level will be radically disrupt-

cially embedded) and tangible (physically embod-

ed and will shift to make climate action a focal

ied). The form of the impersonal is transcendent

point of its attention. But we don’t have time to

and normatively patterned and thus is well suited

wait until ecological crisis precipitates align-

to highlight faceless others, nameless strangers,

ment between the personal and the impersonal

and ideas that have no material presence but

in that way.

have meaning and mental force. But while these
incarnational and transcendent forms remain
constant, the substantive meaning or content of
their respective logics changes historically.9 The
tension we witness today in climate action politics
between the personal and the impersonal—the resistance to change and the science-informed realization that change is imperative—comes from the
content that has colonized the personal sense of
place, belonging, and security in our culture and
has come to define their meaning. This content is
historically contingent, not necessary. The sense
of both urban and rural places, at least in America
if not much more widely throughout the world,
has been transformed during the past century or
so—especially during the period of the great fossil
fuel use acceleration of the last seventy years.10
Throw-away consumptive lifestyles; social insecurity from various austerity measures; increasing inequality of wealth due to technological

the potential capability that everyone has to step
back from the immediate in which one is psychologically invested and become aware that the
aspects of their homes and local lives that are
damaging and wrong from an impersonal climate
action point of view are also inauthentic and unfulfilling from a personal point of view. The alternative is to step back and see that those aspects
can be changed and replaced; our belonging—and
our belongings—can be placed on better, more
secure, and lasting foundations. In this way the
impersonal capability works to support the personal connection, and the personal strength of
feeling fuels political support for climate action
change. Impersonal conviction and personal contentment work together.
For example, urban theorist Mike Davis finds a
connection between the impersonal perspective

change; the demise of collective bargaining; pol-

and the personal perspective in cities that are not

icies facilitating the redistribution of wealth into

dominated by carbon capitalist meanings and

the top quintile from the lower four-fifths of the

values. His discussion merits our attention at

population; financial security tied to economic

some length:

growth, which is tied in turn to an ever-growing
carbon footprint—all these conditions and more
have been made to seem normal from the personal perspective, even as the attention of the impersonal perspective has been drawn to Earth-system
functioning, biodiversity loss, and climate change
by new scientific research and modeling.

6   BRUCE JENNINGS

What’s the alternative? The alternative is to enlist

What often goes unnoticed... is the consistent
affinity between social and environmental
justice, between the communal ethos and a
greener urbanism. Their mutual attraction is
magnetic, if not inevitable. The conservation
of urban green spaces and waterscapes, for
example, serves simultaneously to preserve

The strategy of accommodation and reconcili-

vital natural elements of the urban metab-

ation between the personal and the imperson-

olism while providing leisure and cultural

al that I have in mind here does not depend on

resources for the popular classes. Reducing

somehow getting these two perspectives to see

suburban gridlock with better planning and

the same thing or in the same way. The strategy

more public transit turns traffic sewers back

is to facilitate the symbiosis of these two capabil-

into neighbourhood streets while reducing

ities of human self-awareness and mind so that

greenhouse emissions... The cornerstone

they mutually reinforce each other. Eventually,

of the low-carbon city, far more than any
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particular green design or technology, is the

vests”) protesters elsewhere. Journalist David

priority given to public affluence over private

Leonhardt observes that:

wealth. As we all know, several additional
Earths would be required to allow all of humanity to live in a suburban house with two
cars and a lawn, and this obvious constraint
is sometimes evoked to justify the impossibility of reconciling finite resources with
rising standards of living. Most contemporary cities, in rich countries or poor, repress
the potential environmental efficiencies inherent in human-settlement density. The
ecological genius of the city remains a vast,
largely hidden power. But there is no planetary shortage of “carrying capacity” if we
are willing to make democratic public space,
rather than modular, private consumption,
the engine of sustainable equality. Public affluence—represented by great urban parks,
free museums, libraries and infinite possibilities for human interaction—represents an alternative route to a rich standard of life based
on Earth-friendly sociality.11

Climate change may be an existential crisis,
but in their day-to-day lives, many people are
more worried about the problems created by
the most obvious solution [carbon pricing]
than by climate change itself. Which helps
explain why climate activists have recently begun to change their political strategy...
Rather than broadcast the necessary sacrifices, as taxes and cap-and-trade schemes do,
the alternatives [clean energy mandates and
subsidies] try to play them down and instead
emphasize the benefits of less pollution...
The question is whether any policy is both
big enough to matter and popular enough to
happen.”12
Nathaniel Keohane, head of the climate program
at the Environmental Defense Fund, defines the
narrative shift in even broader terms: “If we’re
going to succeed on climate policy, it will be by
giving people a vision of what’s in it for them, a

The story line of a new narrative of climate action

positive vision of how it matters for their life and

can become achieving our communities, our

their kids... We really led with, and let us our-

places, our livelihoods through building some-

selves be defined by, the policy mechanism rather

thing better. For too long the story line has been

than the outcome we were striving for. You need

about sacrifice, deprivation, and elites who want

to be able to inspire people.”13

to confiscate—rather than improve—existing
ways of life.

There is a hint of strategic calculation behind this

There are several indications that in the United

dards, and more than a little grasping at straws

States the climate action narrative is beginning to change in this direction. For example,
for many years the mainstream climate change
strategy in policy circles has been to alter the
economic calculus of carbon intensive behavior
through a carbon tax or cap-and-trade system,
which has worked in the past to curb other kinds
of air pollution. But this approach has not fared
well politically and has run afoul of the conflict
between the impersonal and the personal per-

turn from carbon pricing to performance stanfor signs of success and public support, which
can be found in California’s successful approach
to performance standards thus far. But we are
not dealing with simple strategic politics; there is
something more philosophically serious and interesting at work.
The climate action challenge has been seen as a
pull-back from a widespread pattern of behavior—fossil carbon extraction and carbon dioxide

spectives, not only in the United States but in

excretion—that had been beneficial for many

Australia and France as well. Part of this may

decades and upon which much technology and

have to do with the fact that the wealth of the

the major sectors of national and global econo-

median American household has fallen thirty

mies rely, but that is now recognized as no longer

percent since 2007, and something similar is felt

tolerable. Apparently, neither our normative

by working families and gilets jaunes (“yellow

disciplines nor our political institutions are able
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to respond adequately to this conundrum. If we

is the concept of a “peak” in technological change.

must stop burning fossil carbon in such massive

Peak oil will be the time at which it begins to

quantities within about two decades, but we still

decline as a percentage of new investment without

have known fossil fuel reserves that will last

the likelihood of recovery as competing energy

beyond this century and think we will remain de-

sources (solar and wind technologies) achieve

pendent on fossil carbon energy for longer than

enough momentum to take off and follow a curve

two decades, then we have a democratic tragedy.

of exponential growth. In 2017 solar and wind ac-

We have a well-nigh irresistible temptation to

counted for only 6 percent of global energy, but

spare ourselves hardship, even at the cost of de-

they accounted for 45 percent of energy growth.

spoiling the future. As a real estate developer in

And for some time now, the cost of solar and wind

Miami said about impending sea level rise, “By

has been going down by 20 percent with each

then I’ll be dead.”

doubling of their capacity. In 2015, India was ex-

But it may be that this scenario is not inevitable.
Investment, technological innovation, and government may all work together on a timetable that
can avoid disastrous global warming after all. The
climate action challenge can come to be seen as
an opportunity because it essentially involves the
opening of a new energy era centered on renewable energy sources and a shift from technologies
that rely on carbon fuel combustion to those that
can perform virtually all the required economic
functions supporting economic opportunity and a

coal and to triple its use by 2030. Yet by 2017 the
cost of solar electricity had dropped by 50 percent
to $35-40 per megawatt hour. By comparison,
the cost of electricity from a newly built coal-fired
plant using Indian coal would be $60 per megawatt hour, while using imported coal would be
$70. Such new plants are unlikely to be built now.
Indeed, in 2018 India installed forty times more
capacity for renewable energy sources than for
coal-fired power.

high quality of life via the storage and utilization

The latest historic global energy technology trans-

of electricity. Electrification of virtually all end

formation has begun. Renewables have taken

uses and technological advances in collection and

off and will become dominant in an electrici-

transmission mechanisms are the keys to unlock

ty-grid based system, displacing liquid and gas

a new energy system. Two well-established re-

combustibles. It appears quite likely that fossil

newable energy sources are hydro-power and

fuels will then be seen as the residual source of

geothermal power; two rising sources that will

the overall energy system: the fuel used as a last

transform the world are solar and wind power.

resort. Established non-fossil fuel technologies,

Apollo and Aeolus are back and are beginning

like nuclear, hydro, and biomass, will contin-

to take off. Nuclear power remains a technology

ue to expand at about 2 percent per year. New

with an uncertain future that may play a role in

technologies like solar and wind will follow an S

the new energy system that replaces high-energy

curve trajectory of near-term rapid growth. As Bill

fossil carbon.

McKibben notes, when solar and wind account for

Another key is increasing elite and public understanding of responsible technology innovation
and change. Energy systems and technologies
vital to economic activity and personal quality of

8   BRUCE JENNINGS

pected to provide much of the world demand for

all new energy growth, “We will then reach peak
use of fossil fuels, not because we’re running out
of them but because renewables will have become
so cheap that anyone needing a new energy supply
will likely turn to solar or wind power.”15

life have been abandoned and replaced by different ones many times before.14 In virtually all cases

When will that be? A recent study by the Carbon

the significant take-off point had little to do with

Tracker Initiative entitled 2020 Vision: Why You

the question of what fuel or technology accounted

Should See Peak Fossil Fuels Coming projects

for the preponderance of usage, but rather what

that early in the 2020 decade the investment in

competing fuel or technology accounted for the

fossil fuels will peak and go into decline as in-

largest amount of new financial investment. This

vestors perceive that the demand for fossil fuels
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and their profitability are beginning a downward
spiral.16 There will be two principal reasons for
this. First, as McKibben points out, competing
renewable technologies will become more cost-effective and will capture market share. Second,

Bruce Jennings is Senior Fellow at the Center for
Humans and Nature and editor in chief of Minding
Nature. He is author of Ecological Governance:
Toward a New Social Contract with the Earth (West
Virginia University Press, 2016).

the balance sheet liabilities for oil companies will
increase due to what are called “stranded assets.”

NOTES

Just as railroads rendered prior investment in

1. L. Tolstoy, War and Peace, trans. by R. Pevear and L. Volokhonsky (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2007), 745)

building a system of canals worthless in the nineteenth century, so too will renewables undermine
the financial viability of the fossil fuel sector that
carries an infrastructure investment valued at an
estimated $25 trillion.
Dependent in the first instance on technological
innovation, the logic and dynamic of this re-configuration of the energy system is not being driven
by the leadership of the fossil fuel sector; their
attitudes toward renewables makes it doubly appropriate to refer to them as fossils. Increasing
pressure from governmental regulation concerning environmental and human health and safety
regulation is playing a part, but perhaps more so
on Wall Street than in the oil and gas fields or at
the end of the smokestacks. A major driver here is
the strategic behavior of large lenders and investors, who are using their own financial interests
and foresight to subsidize and promote something
that seemed beyond reach when looked at as a political problem for democratic political systems.
That something is a reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions on a scale that will have significant mitigating effects on global climate change well within

2. D. Wallace-Wells, The Uninhabitable Earth: Life After Warming (New
York: Tim Duggan Books, 2019), 32.
3. J. Koethe, Poetry at One Remove (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 2000), 81.
4. This 1,500 page report is due out later in 2019. A summary of the
findings has been released. See S. Díaz, J. Settele, E. Brondízio, et al.,
Summary for Policymakers of the Global Assessment Report on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services—Unedited Advance Version, May 6, 2019,
https://www.ipbes.net/news/ipbes-global-assessment-summary-policymakers-pdf.
5. B. Plumer, “Humans Are Speeding Extinction and Altering the Natural
World at an ‘Unprecedented’ Pace,” New York Times, May 6, 2019,
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/06/climate/biodiversity-extinction-united-nations.html?rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fclimate&action=click&contentCollection=climate&region=rank&module=package&version=highlights&contentPlacement=1&pgtype=sectionfront.
6. J. Rockström and M. Klum, Big World, Small Planet (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2015), 61.
7. J. Donne, Satyre III, in C.M. Coffin, ed., The Complete Poetry and
Selected Prose of John Donne (New York: The Modern Library, 1952), 97.
8. E. Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France (Indianapolis, IN:
Bobbs Merrill, 1955), 53.
9. Two works are particularly thought provoking on this theme: C. Keller,
Political Theology of the Earth: Our Planetary Emergency and the Struggle for a New Public (New York: Columbia University Press, 2018) and R.
Johnson, Embodied Social Justice (London: Routledge, 2018).
10. J.R. McNeill and P. Engelke, The Great Acceleration: An Environmental History of the Anthropocene since 1945 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2014).
11. M. Davis, “Who Will Build the Ark?” New Left Review 61 (January-February 2010): 42-43.

this century. In lieu of the greening of politics, we

12. D. Leonhardt, “The Economist’s Dilemma,” New York Times Magazine,
April 14, 2019, 36.

are seeing the greening of investment capital, the

13. Ibid., 37.

greening of green.17
If this can come to pass, it will give the world a
chance to avoid triggering extraordinarily deleterious Earth system changes from which there is
no recovery. And it may have sustained for a while
longer the promise of an open future for the unfinished project of Enlightenment. In that future,
the content and meaning that fills the normative
and relational forms of our impersonal and personal self-awareness can be more just and caring.
Oil may soon peak and begin its decline, but humanity will not.

14. A.B. Lovins and the Rocky Mountain Institute, Reinventing Fire: Bold
Business Solutions for a New Energy Era (White River Junction, VT: Chelsea Green Publishing, 2011).
15. B. McKibben, “A Future Without Fossil Fuels?” New York Review of
Books, April 4, 2019.
16. K. Bond, 2020 Vision: Why You Should See Peak Fossil Fuels Coming
(London: Carbon Tracker, 2018) at: https://www.carbontracker.org/
reports/2020-vision-why-you-should-see-the-fossil-fuel-peak-coming/.
See also Global Commission on the Geopolitics of Energy Transformation, A New World: The Geopolitics of the Energy Transformation (Abu
Dhabi: United Arab Emirates: Irena, 2019), https://www.irena.org/publications/2019/Jan/A-New-World-The-Geopolitics-of-the-Energy-Transformation.
17. For a comprehensive and thoughtful analysis of these developments
see M.P. Vandenbergh and J.M. Gilligan, Beyond Politics: The Private
Governance Response to Climate Change (Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 2017) and F. C. Rich, Getting to Green: Saving Nature—A
Bipartisan Solution (New York: W.W. Norton, and Co., 2016).
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When America Smelled
the Roses
JOHN DE GRAAF

I

n the fall of 1911, a small, heart-wrenching novel set in
New York City found its way into American bookstores.
Titled The Nine-Tenths, it depicted a movement—like the

The full cycles last about half a century. The “roses” periods,

Occupy Movement which began in the same part of Manhattan

turies, while the eras of “bread” usually last slightly longer. In

precisely one hundred years later—that worked on behalf

this essay, I want to explore one of the eras of roses, a remark-

of the roughly 90 percent of Americans who were being left

able flourishing following the quarter-century of greed, impe-

behind by an increasingly wealthy but deeply stratified society.

rial expansion, and great new industrial fortunes that Mark

Loosely based on “the uprising of the 30,000,” a militant strike

Twain dubbed “the Gilded Age.” Often called the Progressive

by mostly immigrant, female garment workers, it recognized
not only inequality of income, but unmet needs of a less mate-

twenty years long or a bit more, can be found roughly at the beginning and middle of both the nineteenth and twentieth cen-

Era, the period was one when Americans began making peace
with nature and each other.

rial nature.
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL

That same December, the novel’s author, James Oppenheim,
followed it with a much-praised poem, “Bread and Roses,” the
slogan drawn from a 1910 speech by suffragist Helen Todd,
which later became a popular labor anthem. In the poem, the
marching textile workers of The Nine-Tenths are singing in the
sunlight of a beautiful day: “Small art and love and beauty their
drudging spirits knew,/Yes, it is bread we fight for, but we fight
for roses too! Hearts starve as well as bodies;/Give us bread,
but gives us roses!” wrote Oppenheim.
If we think of bread as representing the more material side
of life and roses the less material, it’s possible to look at
American history as one of repeating cycles of bread and roses,

The Gilded Age was fiercely materialistic. Yet in its alien soil,
roses began appearing once again, like grasses through cracks
in the sidewalk, challenging wasteful excess in the name of
balanced progress. As early as 1877, Interior Secretary Carl
Schurz pushed for preserves to protect America’s threatened
forests from the ax. On May Day, 1886, half a million workers
marched in American cities for a reduction in working hours
to eight per day. They considered time as important as money.
The year 1892 saw the founding of the Sierra Club by John
Muir and a group of San Francisco friends. The Club sought
to encourage Americans to “explore, enjoy and protect” wild
places. Muir maintained that “everybody needs beauty as well

eras when money and economic values—wealth, growth, and

as bread.” The need for beauty, he argued, may atrophy from

competition—were dominant, and others more focused on

too much time spent among ugliness, but it does not die. He

beauty, art, nature and cooperation, seeking balance after

marveled that San Francisco’s street urchins, living in squalor,

periods of excess.

mobbed him for flowers on his return from hikes on Mt.
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Sparks Lake, Oregon

Tamalpais or the Berkeley hills. “As soon as they caught sight
of my wild bouquet, they quit their pitiful attempts at amusement in the miserable dirty streets and ran after me begging a
flower. ‘Please Mister, give me a flower, Mister,’ in a humble,
begging tone as if expecting to be refused. And when I stopped
and distributed the treasures... the dirty faces fairly glowed
with enthusiasm while they gazed at them and fondled them
reverently as if looking into the faces of angels from heaven.”

If we think of bread as representing the
more material side of life and roses the less
material, it’s possible to look at American
history as one of repeating cycles of bread
and roses.

In late July of 1893, a college professor from Boston found
herself atop 14,110-foot Pikes Peak in Colorado. As she surveyed
the “purple mountains’ majesty” to the west and the endless
“fruited plains” thousands of feet below to the east, a poem
emerged from the mind of Katharine Lee Bates. A “Christian
Socialist,” like Howells, Bates was awed by the diverse beauty
of America, but disappointed that our cities, institutions, and
treatment of each other failed to match the lovely landscape
surrounding us. She was troubled by the legacy of slavery and
the genocide of Native Americans.
She sent the first draft of her poem, “America the Beautiful”
(later set to music), to two friends with a letter expressing
her wish to see America be good and just, rather than simply
powerful—“Till souls wax fair as earth and air,” she wrote, suggesting that if America was rich materially but not in “brotherhood,” it would surely go the way of the British empire and

That same year Cosmopolitan serialized a novel containing
a withering attack on the Gilded Age. Set in a fashionable
Eastern resort for the well-to-do, William Dean Howells’ A

others. Deeply conscious of the inequity of the so-called Gilded
Age, she wrote, “America! America!/God shed his grace on
thee/Till selfish gain no longer stain/The banner of the free.”

Traveler from Altruria is the story of a visitor from a distant

In the second draft of the poem, written in 1904, Bates made

island where the greed and materialism of 1890s America

clear her understanding that the country she loved had not

had been replaced by a happier society based on altruism.

yet lived up to its ideals. Her words—” America! America! /

In Altruria, a Christian socialist utopia, the sharing of work

God mend thine every flaw/Confirm thy soul in self-control...

has led to a three-hour work day. Free time has allowed fine

America, America, may God thy gold refine”—spoke to the need

craftsmanship, and durable, artful products have replaced in-

for balance and appreciation of the non-material sources of

dustrial standardization and shoddy mass-produced goods.

wealth. She asked Americans to view greatness differently and

Class differences have been erased, leading to more graceful

to imagine a country where justice, brotherhood, and mercy

human relations.

matched the glories of our mountains, fields, and oceans.
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Bates did not see beauty everywhere. When she wrote the lines,

While it was the middle class that demanded them, the parks

“Oh, beautiful for patriot dream/That sees beyond the years/

and public places that City Beautiful championed were of at

Thine alabaster cities gleam/Undimmed by human tears,”

least as much benefit to the poor; as such, they were symbols

she imagined a future where all Americans lived in beautiful,

of democracy. Olmsted had in fact declared that the great-

though modest, surroundings. She had written a children’s

est benefit of his parks would be to the lower classes, since

book decrying the “the wretched, troublous life” in America’s

they were otherwise most excluded from beauty and healthy

sweatshops with “reeking walls and poisonous stench.”

environments.

THE CITY BEAUTIFUL

For the foreign-born textile workers in New York’s teeming

Bates was not alone in wanting lovely cities and greater justice.
The backlash against the lopsided development of the Gilded
Age included calls for reform from all sectors of society, including immigrants, organized labor, intellectuals, religious
leaders, political reformers, farmers, urban blacks, and women.
Founded in 1899, the City Beautiful Movement challenged the
haphazard, commercially-driven development of American
cities in the name of a more elegant architecture, fine civic
gathering places, and, especially, the introduction of nature—
in the form of parks—back into the city.
City Beautiful was a middle-class effort to create more aesthetically pleasing cities and make citizens more engaged and community minded. Though it attended to the mundane—transport, sewage, trash collection—its critics found it not nearly
practical enough. And City Beautiful was never able to go far
enough to end much of the squalor in poor neighborhoods or
to control unplanned sprawl.
But, argues University of North Texas historian William Wilson,
the movement’s accomplishments were many—“emerald parks,
sinuous parkways, graceful trees flanking parked boulevards,
stately public buildings of surpassing workmanship and decoration, magnificent monuments and even a few civic centers.”

tenements, the park offered brief respite before and after work.
In her 1918 autobiography, One of Them, Russian immigrant
and needle-worker Elizabeth Hasanovitz writes fondly of how
the park saved her spirit, and that of her friend Fannie, in the
bleakest times.
“How wonderful, how glorious nature is!” Fannie murmured wistfully. I looked down to the reservoir. Its greenish water gleamed out from the trees. “Let’s go to the
park,” I suggested. “Yes, let’s go down there,” she said approvingly. Quietly we walked down from the roof and off
to the park... The leaves and grass were moistened with
the morning dew; the fragrance all around was deliciously sweet. The birds singing and twittering their morning
songs greeted us merrily.
The new desire for more parks and more nature in the city
led to the formation of the American Park and Outdoor Art
Association in 1897, two years before the first official gathering of City Beautiful. One of its early struggles was against the
proliferation of billboards. Individual cities followed suit—
Minneapolis aimed to create “one of the most healthful and
beautiful cities in the world.” Boston, Chicago, and some other
cities sought to go beyond urban parks to save large areas of

Wilson writes that City Beautiful was an inspiring, optimistic

open space in their natural state. Chicago still boasts seventy

movement, led by committed environmentalists. Frederick

thousand acres of forest preserve, protected in 1914: “for the

Law Olmsted’s earlier ideas—that parks enhanced land values,

purpose of protecting and preserving the flora, fauna and scenic

thus often paying for themselves, and allowed healthful recre-

beauties within such district, and to restore, restock, protect,

ation and restoration for weary workers—were widely accepted

and preserve the natural forests and such lands together with

by City Beautiful advocates. Parks were also seen as “a magnet

their flora and fauna, as nearly as may be, in their natural state

for all urbanites and a benign instrument of class reconcilia-

and condition, for the purpose of the education, pleasure, and

tion and democratization.”

recreation of the public.”

Olmsted, who designed Central Park in 1857, and his City

City Beautiful was a middle-class effort to
create more aesthetically pleasing cities
and make citizens more engaged and
community minded.

Beautiful followers, including his sons, preferred landscape
architecture that preferred natural forms to rigid geometrical
designs. They also advocated for the preservation of some completely wild lands whose character might be destroyed if subjected to utilitarian purposes.
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Then as today, as William Wilson writes, “the struggles were

And we’ll not regret the price we have to pay...

between people who desired a rich, full life for the residents of

For we have a glowing dream

a beautiful city and those who saw the city in strictly utilitarian

Of how fair the world will seem

terms.” And behind that struggle lies another important ques-

When each man can live his life secure and free;

tion: Is beauty a valid public, or strictly a private, concern?

When the earth is owned by labor
And there’s joy and peace for all

AN ERA OF FERMENT

The pre–World War I Progressive Era, of which City Beautiful
and its sisters were a part, was a time of ground-breaking political reform and immense intellectual ferment—a bit more
than two decades of transformation unmatched in American
history, either before or after. The ferment of the Progressive
Era came to some degree from all classes—as early as the late
1890s, a new focus on “simplicity,” instead of conspicuous consumption, much like that espoused by Thoreau half a century
earlier and by the “voluntary simplicity” movement a century
later, won converts among the middle class and even some
rich Americans. Its chief proponent was Edward Bok’s Ladies’

In the Commonwealth of Toil that is to be.
Labor generally championed an eight-hour workday and public
holidays, successfully in some industries, particularly the new
automobile factories, where, in 1914, Henry Ford granted
shorter work-time and higher wages to sell the cars he manufactured. Meanwhile, even more surprisingly, the July 31, 1910,
edition of the New York Times reported that William Howard
Taft was a big advocate of time off. “How long should a man’s
vacation be?” the headline read. “President Taft says three
months.” Months, not weeks! But the captains of industry were
not fond of the idea and Taft quickly dropped it.

Home Journal, the best-selling magazine of its day and the

Muckrakers like Ida Tarbell and Upton Sinclair revealed mo-

first in the world to have a million subscribers.

nopoly power’s abuses and the horrible conditions connected

As a boy in the Netherlands, Bok wrote in his memoir, The
Americanization of Edward Bok, he was taught thrift; in
America he learned to waste things, perhaps a precursor to
the “use it once and throw it away” ethic that dominated the
post–World War II era. “As I grew into young manhood and
went into business,” Bok wrote, “I found on every hand that
quantity counted for more than quality... the cry was always for
quantity, quantity!”

with meat production and other foodstuffs, leading to health
protections and trust busting, including the Pure Food and
Drug Act of 1906 and the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1911.
Moreover, the era saw women gain the vote, first in western
states as early as 1907, and then, in 1920, nationally. Even
religion reflected the reform-minded quality of the era, with
Protestant ministers preaching a liberal theology and a “social
gospel” that addressed the inequities of the era.

Much of the activity of the new era aimed at narrowing the eco-

COUNTRY LIFE AND THE GOSPEL OF BEAUTY

nomic chasm that widened during the Gilded Age, with its mass

Where City Beautiful hoped to make the teeming new urban

factory system and great fortunes won in steel, oil, railroads,

centers healthier and more livable for the masses that were

and banking. Formed in 1905, the Industrial Workers of the

crowding into them, the Country Life Movement wanted to

World challenged both “wage slavery” and the “aristocracy of

prevent the exodus from the countryside and small towns in

labor,” represented by the established guilds and craft unions.

the first place by revitalizing them economically and cultur-

Representing miners, timber workers, and industrial laborers,

ally. Its chief proponent was a biologist and horticulturist,

the “Wobblies” as they were often called, brought humor and

Liberty Hyde Bailey, a dean of agriculture at Cornell and one

music, as well as fight, into the labor movement. Their singers

of the shining lights behind the land grant college extension

and songwriters, including Ralph Chaplin, turned popular

program, whose goal was making agriculture more productive

songs into labor ditties, changing the words, while Chaplin’s

and financially sustainable.

anthems, such as “The Commonwealth of Toil,” envisioned a
new world, free of inequality and infused with brotherly love.

For all their grime and crowding, the recently-electrified cities
had exerted a pull on the youth of the countryside. But Bailey

When our cause is all triumphant

and his colleagues believed the future of the world depended

And we claim our Mother Earth,

on a plentiful yet durable food supply, and the cities could not

And the nightmare of the present fades away,

provide that. “The country life movement,” Bailey wrote, “is the

We shall live with love and laughter,

working out of the desire to make rural civilization as effective

We who now are little worth,

and satisfying as other civilization... A good agriculture is one
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that is self-sustaining and self-perpetuating, not only increasing its yields year after year from the same land but leaving the
land better and richer at each generation.”

pack filled with a little pamphlet, The Gospel of Beauty, to give

“The ﬁnal object in life is not to make money,” Bailey charged,
“but to use money in developing a higher type of endeavor and
a better neighborhood... Standards of service must take the
place of standards of property... We have been living in a getrich-quick age... Our business enterprises are organized with
that end in view. Persons are now asking how they may live a
satisfactory life, rather than placing the whole emphasis on the
ﬁnancial turnover of a business. There is greater need of more
good farmers than of more millionaires.”

a new religious idea... the church of beauty... Our reli-

The Country Life Movement wanted to
prevent the exodus from the countryside
and small towns...by revitalizing them
economically and culturally.

actors or singers. They should find their talent and nurse

away as he preached it dramatically in town after town.
I come to you penniless and afoot, to bring a message...
gious life will no longer trouble itself with the squabbles
of orthodoxy.
We should make our own home and neighborhood the
most democratic, the most beautiful and the holiest in
the world. The children now growing up should become
devout gardeners or architects or teachers of dancing in
the Greek spirit or musicians or novelists or poets or story-writers or craftsmen or wood-carvers or dramatists or
it industriously.
Then they should come back to their own hearth and
neighborhood and gather a little circle of their own sort of
workers about them and strive to make the neighborhood
and home more beautiful and democratic and holy with

Balance indeed was Bailey’s goal—not to dismiss material
progress or return to the cave and the loin cloth, but to correct
a society whose values had grown deeply lopsided in the Gilded
Age. Bailey was quick to denounce inequality in the cities,
fearing its spread to more egalitarian rural areas.
The great centers invite combinations, and, because
society has not kept pace with guiding and correcting
measures, immense abuses have arisen and the few have
tended to fatten on the many... It seems to me that what
is really needed is a back-to-the-village movement... We
have overbuilt our cities at the expense of the hamlets and
the towns. I look for a great development of the village and
small community in the next generation.

their special art... Their reason for living should be that
joy in beauty which no wounds can take away... They will
make our land lovely.
In 1908, President Theodore Roosevelt established the
Commission on Country Life, appointing Liberty Hyde Bailey
to lead it. Among the findings of its report was a recognition
that a revitalized rural America depended on preserving and
enhancing “the value of scenery. This is a distinct asset, and it
will be more recognized as time goes on. It will be impossible
to develop a satisfactory country life without conserving all the
beauty of landscape and developing the people to the point of
appreciating it.” These were undoubtedly Bailey’s words, and
he would expand on these ideas in his seminal work, The Holy
Earth, published in 1915.

Among the most eloquent advocates of a back-to-the-village

The proper care-taking of the earth lies not alone in main-

movement, progressive populist poet Vachel Lindsay proclaimed

taining its fertility or in safeguarding its products. The

a “New Localism,” in which rural life might be enhanced by an

lines of beauty that appeal to the eye and the charm that

infusion of arts, music, and craftsmanship. He warned that the

satisfies the five senses are in our keeping... No one has a

Amazon of its day, the Montgomery Ward Company, was filling

moral right to contribute unsightly factory premises or a

all the homes of rural America with identical factory-produced

forbidding commercial establishment to any community.

goods from its mail order catalog. Lindsay walked from town
to American town preaching the merits of his new localism, in
oratory, prose, and verse. In the summer of 1912, he set out on
foot from his home in Springfield, Illinois, to Santa Fe, New
Mexico, depending on the generosity of rural and small-town

It was an era in which men and women spoke freely and
emotionally about the need for beauty. But the Country Life
Movement was about more than aesthetics. Again, Bailey expressed this eloquently:

Americans for his lodging and sustenance while contributing

One of the greatest sins of society is the wholesale be-

chores and poems in return. He took only his clothes and a small

foulment of streams, lakes, and water-courses. I do not
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see how we can expect to be called a civilized people until

a perfect contempt for Nature, and, instead of lifting their eyes

we have taken care of our refuse without using it to ﬁll up

to the God of the mountains, lift them to the Almighty Dollar.”

ponds and lakes, and to corrupt the free water supplies of
the earth... The greatest of all resources that man can make
or mar is the soil... The man who plunders the soil is in
very truth a robber, for he takes that which is not his own,
and he withholds bread from the mouths of generations
yet to be born.
Business interests would oppose government environmental
controls in the name of private property rights, Bailey observed,
but rules were necessary to protect the livelihood of future generations. The Country Life Commission and the system of land
grant college extension programs it helped foster encouraged
farmers to work more closely with nature’s own laws and to
protect soil by diversified planting and other methods of land
stewardship. It was certainly only partly successful—in the
next two decades a focus on expanded production rather than
conservation would lead to the Dust Bowl of the 1930s.
THE CONSERVATION MOVEMENT

Meanwhile, Theodore Roosevelt and others took notice of the
rampant waste of American resources that Edward Bok noticed
when he arrived in this country. The forests of the East were
primarily gone, those of the Great Lakes had fallen rapidly to
the saw and ax, and even in the far west, the greatest forests of

MUIR AND ROOSEVELT

Muir was perhaps the most eloquent and vociferous advocate of new values for America. According to historian Donald
Worster, Muir saw conservation as “a movement to set limits
on growth and the pursuit of wealth... Saving the American
soul from a total surrender to materialism was the cause for
which he fought... he tried to lead his fellow citizens toward
new ideas and values in their personal lives that could contain
that materialistic virus... He taught them to cultivate leisure
instead of endless work.”
In the final reckoning, writes Worster, the values Muir professed were “not strong or widespread enough to contest the
power of the growth ideology in America. Even the self-styled
Progressives, eager to put the economy under government
oversight, when put to the test, insisted on economic growth,
national expansion and material values above everything else.”
Yet Muir did have a profound influence on Teddy Roosevelt,
who, when he came to power in 1901 following the assassination of President McKinley, was a walking internal War of the
Roses—and Bread. He was immensely proud of his manly vigor
(overcoming a sickly childhood), loved to hunt big game, and,

all were under attack.

during the Spanish-American War, dreamed imperial dreams

Yale forester Gifford Pinchot had seen enough. He convinced

life—and promoting it for all Americans—he was quick to

Roosevelt to apply conservation management techniques pioneered in Germany to America’s forests, becoming the first
Chief of the newly established U.S. Forest Service in 1905. The
goal was “multiple use”—forests were to serve both lumber
and recreational needs but be managed sustainably. Places of
unique and widely recognized beauty received more protection
as national parks and monuments, where cutting, mining, and
other extraction of natural resources was prohibited. In this

of empire and conquest. While enjoying aspects of the simple
luxury as well.
His inclination toward the roses came from a fondness for
animals. His White House (he renamed it that) was a raucous
menagerie of pets. And while he loved to hunt, he was a fierce
advocate of protecting wildlife and their habitats. From the
opposite coast, TR devoured all of Muir’s writings and wanted
to meet the great naturalist. He got his opportunity when the

same era of roses, the National Park Service was established in

two men visited Yosemite together in May of 1903. Though

1916. A model for many other nations, it would later be called

hotel stays were planned for them, the sixty-five-year-old

“America’s best idea.”

Muir suggested they camp out and Roosevelt agreed heartily.

The conservation movement was not of one mind. John Muir,
the preservationist, and Pinchot fought bitterly over the plan
to dam a portion of Yosemite National Park, a spectacular
valley called Hetch Hetchy, to provide water for San Francisco.
“Dam Hetch Hetchy! As well dam for water-tanks the people’s
cathedrals and churches, for no holier temple has ever been

They regaled each other with stories until late into the night
and Muir urged Roosevelt to protect more parkland, including adding Yosemite Valley and the Mariposa Grove, then
still under the control of the state of California, to the bigger
Yosemite National Park, which, in 1890, had been established
around them.

consecrated by the heart of man,” Muir railed. “These temple

TR returned to Washington with a new commitment to saving

destroyers, devotees of ravaging commercialism, seem to have

wild and beautiful places and a fierce antagonism toward timber
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and mining interests that were desecrating many parts of the

value of nature for children by taking juvenile delinquents on

landscape. He fought for the Antiquities Act of 1906, which

camping trips and noticing the positive change in their behav-

gave him the power to protect certain places by presidential

ior. He believed that Native American culture was superior to

fiat, as national monuments. He derided commercialism in and

that of industrial society and that nature study should include

near the parks. “Leave as it is,” he said of the Grand Canyon.

its lessons.

“You cannot improve on it. The ages have been at work on it
and man can only mar it.”
Roosevelt felt the same way about many other places, and
during his presidency established dozens of parks, monuments, and wildlife refuges. He was clear that the parks should
be democratic, open to all regardless of race or class. Holding
those views, he lost every southern state in his re-election cam-

It is almost impossible to study this period
in our history without marveling at the
diversity of, and experimentation with,
new and progressive ideas. But then came
the war.

paign. Already predisposed toward wildlife and wild places,
he came away from his sojourn with Muir a man possessed
to save all he could. If only every president could go camping
with Muir!
NATURE STUDY

The Country Life and Conservation movements found support
in another effort that fully emerged in the 1890s and early
in the twentieth century. “Nature study” was an educational
method that sought to teach science through direct experience
with the natural world. With its slogan, “Study nature, not
books!” it became an extremely popular part of the progressive education movement from the 1890s through the 1930s.
Its champions hoped to teach scientific methods while at the
same time increasing personal well-being. They believed that

In the same year, 1908, that he was chosen by Teddy Roosevelt
to chair the Country Life Commission, Liberty Hyde Bailey
also organized the American Nature Study Society. In his position as dean of agriculture, he appointed Cornell’s first female
professor, Anna Botsford Comstock, to lead a nature education program, training teachers in methods of nature study.
“Nature-study cultivates in the child a love of the beautiful;
a perception and appreciation of color, form, and music,”
Comstock wrote in 1911. Nature study “develops powers of
observation... Observation should lead to logical thinking...
Nature-study develops in the child a sensible altruism and humaneness [and] gives the child a sense of companionship with
life out-of-doors.”

thorough exposure would lead to sympathy with nature, and

Yet another response to industrialization was the Arts and

“protect American democracy from the dulling effects of indus-

Crafts Movement, which began in Victorian England with the

trial life.”

ideas of John Ruskin and William Morris, but by the turn of the

“Beginning in the late nineteenth century,” historian Kevin
Armitage writes, “thousands of Americans turned to an unexpected pastime that had been theirs to take up all along: the
study of nature. Armed with cameras and collecting jars, everyday citizens wandered the country’s forests, prairies, and
mountains to gain an appreciation of local flora and fauna and
to escape the increasingly industrialized world as well.” Some
carried backpacks to open spaces near their homes, while
others sought more remote wilderness in groups as large as a

century had established roots in the United States. The movement fought back against both the drab uniformity of industrial America and the perceived over-embellishments of Victorian
architecture.
WAR KILLS THE ROSES

The early twentieth century offered a bright bouquet of roses.
In a few short years, the nation moved far toward quality of
life, restoring balance after the excess of the Gilded Era. It is

hundred campers, their food and gear transported by mules.

almost impossible to study this period in our history without

The writings of Muir especially found an eager audience.

marveling at the diversity of, and experimentation with, new

In 1902, to introduce American children to nature and how to

and progressive ideas. But then came the war.

get along well in wild places, wildlife artist Ernest Thompson

World War I began in Europe in August of 1914, but it was

Seton, who fancied himself an expert in Native American

not until almost three years later that Americans joined in.

lore, founded the Woodcraft Indians and later, in 1910, the

When they did, the country mobilized quickly and the focus

American version of the Boy Scouts. Seton had learned the

on domestic beautification and reform took a back seat to life
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or death concerns. Kevin Armitage writes that “after the war,
the propensity for organized, ameliorative reform yielded to
the corporate values of mass consumption and commercialized leisure that became the popular ethos of the 1920s.” The
desire for reform didn’t end with the war or even with the
period of brutal repression of labor—exemplified by the notorious Palmer Raids—that followed victory. Women were finally
granted the franchise in 1920, for example. But the most prolific era of roses in our history died at the height of its glory.
Photo credit: David de Graaf.
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Lunar Eclipse off Exit 88
NELL SMITH

Somewhere in Oklahoma,
speeding through scrubby darkness,
we pulled off the highway on Exit 88
on our way East from the West,
our shadow slipping through the night.

Near to nothing, we stopped to shiver
where grasses swayed and cities couldn’t steal the sky,
somewhere in Oklahoma
watching the moon turn to rust,
slivering away to nothing.

One of us knew the folklore—

Partial Lunar Eclipse (Wikicommons Public Domain)

stories of the night wolf Hati,
insatiable in the thin air of winter,
chasing the moon through a grassland of stars,
intent on consuming the heavens.

The Norse would have known this demon
devouring the gleam of the moon.
They would have known
to stamp and yell and pray,
to drive it back into darkness.

Feet fixed in the shadow of the sliver,
we howled to the stars to bring back the moon.
Lights blazed in passing,
and we stood in the darkness off Exit 88,
watching the nothing grow.
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What Gould’s Magpie Has Stolen
NELL SMITH

For its feathers, the prism of light
that broke its blacks into iridescence.

For its perch, a faded oak branch
that no one would notice, if not for the bird.

For its hunger, the sensation of being watched
so that those below may move without care.

Its silent illusion of safety is the reason
we do not see a fraction
of what we walk beneath.

Magpie (Pica caudata) by John Gould (180ca4-1881). Courtesy of the New York
Public Library Digital Collections.
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Terra Incognita: Exhibiting
Ice in the Anthropocene
JULIE REISS

O

ne of the most widely recognized impacts of human
activity on Earth is global climate change caused by
trapped greenhouse gases that warm the atmosphere.

Despite efforts by climate change deniers to debunk the scientific evidence, “97% or more of scientists agree that humans
are significantly contributing to global warming and that global
warming is happening now.”1 Geologically, glacial ice functions
as a sentinel for this warming process. In addition to evidence
of climate change contained in ice core samples, retreating gla-

that led to the Anthropocene? What are the conceptual differences between them?
Knowledge of these differences is an important step. As
Marilyn Strathern via Donna Haraway posits, it matters what
stories tell stories, or in this case, what visions create visions.5
In order to change a story or a thought, you first have to know
what it is. Outside of science, the Anthropocene is “a particular
way of understanding the world,”6 ranging from stewardship

ciers are a visible marker of the impact of rising temperatures

of nature to the idea of planetary management, and a range of

on the planet. Since 1980, the Arctic ice sheet has decreased in

such perspectives can also be found in these artworks, making

size by 50 percent and is now at an historic low. Glacier retreat

them effective starting points for discussion.

2

is regularly in the news. It follows that some of the more
3

iconic images employed in climate change communication are
of melting glaciers. In the past fifteen years, paralleling the
presence of representations of melting glaciers in the news, a
number of artists have incorporated ice harvested from glaciers
into their work. Unlike artworks made from manufactured ice,
which have also periodically appeared,4 artworks made from
glacial ice involve geographical displacement of material from
remote sites and careful transport to a new location. Their
remote origins and their innately fragile properties spark ques-

Tavares Strachan created The Distance Between What We
Have and What We Want (The Arctic Ice Project, 2004-8)
while an M.F.A. student at Yale. He travelled to the Alaskan
Arctic and sent a four-and-a-half-ton piece of ice, neatly cut as
a cube, back to his former elementary school in Nassau in the
Bahamas. It then went on exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum
in New York. In both venues, the ice was prevented from
melting by a specially designed and constructed solar-powered refrigerated glass case. Strachan has described growing

tions. Are they to be understood as rather obvious attempts to

up in the tropical climate of the Bahamas and his fascination

raise awareness of climate change—an awareness that would

with the idea of the Arctic landscape, leading him ultimately to

ideally lead to some sort of behavior change or action—or are

journey there. In making the trek, Strachan takes his place in

they more complex in their exploration of cultural attitudes

the lineage of artists who ventured to extreme northern climes
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and found ways to represent the strange white landscape

references refrigeration, as the installation at the Brooklyn

they found there. Strachan, however, is not only represent-

Museum included photographs of low-tech ice machines in the

ing the Alaskan Arctic by bringing a piece of it back with him.

Bahamas. On a large scale, his gesture is an attempt to unite

Displacing the ice suggests other issues as well, as presented

the global north with the global south. It demonstrates “the

by the Brooklyn Museum, “including the realities of climate

miracles of technology, which can use one extreme of tempera-

change, our notion of what is valuable, and the immigrant’s ex-

ture to produce another.”9 This refers to Strachan’s use of solar

perience of displacement.”8 The sense of displacement is con-

panels to power the refrigeration that kept the ice cold, not the

veyed as the ice becomes a stand-in for the artist. As Strachan

refrigeration that permitted its safe transport out of the Arctic.

had to wear protective clothing so he would not freeze in Alaska,

The format of Strachan’s work also suggests another idea. Bill

the relocated ice had to stay in a protected micro-environment

McKibben wrote in The End of Nature that currently “nature

so that it would not melt. It was preserved as something exotic

is being deprived of its independence.”10 Strachan’s trapped

and rare, a specimen reminiscent of moon rocks brought back

yet protected ice block perhaps unintentionally illustrates his

to Earth by astronauts. And as with moon rocks, it can seem

statement.

7

nearly inconceivable that this generic-looking block of ice came
from so far away.

Another way of understanding this idea is that Strachan’s installation is perpetuating a separation-based starting point,

The Distance Between What We Have and What We Want

rather than what Joanna Zylinska refers to in A Minimal Ethics

was realized because of the technology that makes it possi-

for the Anthropocene as the universal starting point, one which

ble for humans to keep things frozen on a small scale even as

would acknowledge the “shared materiality of the universe,

we are causing melting on a large scale. Strachan specifically

which is another way of of saying that everything is made up of

Stefano Cagol, The Ice Monolith, 2013. Photo: Stefano Cagol.
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the same stuff—although not necessarily the same way.”11 For

a peeling wreck of a building in the neighborhood of Costello,

Zylinska, a minimal ethics for the Anthropocene includes “the

far from the permanent national pavilions in the Giardini, a

recognition of the entangled positioning of the human, in, or

physical reminder of the Maldives’ peripheral position on the

rather with, the universe, and a uniquely human responsibil-

world stage. By its placement in both locations, as ice and as

ity for that universe.” Strachan’s refrigerated ice block com-

video, Cagol’s The Ice Monolith presents this economic and po-

municates an ambiguous message: it is protected by refriger-

litical inequality and links it to global warming.15

12

ation, but it is also displaced, and has become a curiosity and
an object of aesthetic contemplation. As this particular piece of
ice has no autonomy, by extension neither does the rest of the
glacier in a warming world.

Venice’s own precarious position made it a particularly meaningful site for Cagol’s work. Venice is sinking due to rising sea
levels and the extraction of ground water and methane gas in
the vicinity of the Laguna. The city’s vulnerability is evident as

A major and valid criticism of the term Anthropocene is that

its architecture has visible water damage, and there is regular

it posits a single model of man, when in fact the destructive

flooding in popular tourist locations such as San Marco. An

impact of human activity on the planet is skewed to the most

multi-million dollar project called the MOSE project is under-

economically powerful sectors which represent a small per-

way and involves the installation of mobile gates on the seabed

centage of the world’s population. The question has rightful-

floor that will raise barriers when high tides are expected.16

ly been posed, “Who is the human in the Anthropocene?”13

The high cost of the MOSE project underscores the hierarchy

Stefano Cagol’s work titled The Ice Monolith addresses this

in which solutions are found for the effects of climate change,

issue. It consisted of a neatly cut cube of ice measuring 200

and Cagol implicity addresses this environmental inequality.

x 120 x 50 cm, harvested from the Swiss Alps and brought to

Through the different positioning of the two components of

the Venice Biennale in June, 2013, where it was left to melt in

The Ice Monolith, he tries to close “the social distance engen-

public view on the Riva Cà di Dio along the lagoon.

dered by inequality [which] masks collective understanding

Like Strachan’s The Distance Between What We Have and

and awareness of the immediacy of climate impacts.”17

What We Want, The Ice Monolith involved a block of ice that

Olafur Eliasson’s ice installation titled Your waste of time was

was cut, displaced, and transported. Unlike Strachan’s work,

roughly concurrent with Cagol’s The Ice Monolith.18 Eliasson’s

once Cagol’s ice arrived in a warm climate, it had no protective

installation consisted of large, irregularly shaped pieces of ice

chamber but was deliberately left to melt, a reminder that the

that had broken off Iceland’s largest glacier, Vatnajökull. The

rest of the ice in the Alps and elsewhere is headed towards the

eight-hundred-year-old chunks of ice were shown in a refrig-

same fate.

erated gallery in a group exhibition titled Dark Optimism at

The Ice Monolith was Cagol’s contribution to the exhibition in
the Maldives Pavilion, a group show by an international roster
of artists that addressed the human impact of rising sea levels
due to climate change. The low-lying islands of the Maldives,
the lowest country on the planet, are under immediate threat
from flooding, while that population contributes only minimally to the greenhouse gases that are causing climate change.14
Cagol created a video of the ice block melting, which was shown
on a continuous loop, speeded up, in the Maldives Pavilion for
the duration of the Biennale. It is questionable whether many

MoMA/P.S. 1 on Long Island City in the summer of 2013. The
exhibition was part of Expo 1: New York, a multi-site series
of events and displays dedicated to ecological problems. The
continuous refrigeration for the ice in Your waste of time was
powered by solar panels on P.S. 1’s roof. The chill of the room,
cold even by the standards of air-conditioned spaces in New
York in summer, was a physical reminder of the temperatures
needed back in Iceland to keep the glacier frozen. Eliasson’s
goal in bringing the glacier pieces to the public was to foster a
connection to the effects of climate change.19

people saw the video component given the remote location of

Despite his use of solar panels, Eliasson was criticized in the

the pavilion itself. While the ice block component of Cagol’s

press for the resources spent to bring the ice intact from Iceland

piece lasted, it brought part of the Maldives exhibition into

to New York. Ken Johnson, reviewing Dark Optimism for the

a densely populated and heavily trafficked section of Venice,

New York Times, voiced this critique: “The obvious lesson of

demanding although not always getting attention as people

Mr. Eliasson’s installation... is that global warming is wreak-

hurried by. The rest of the exhibition, titled “Portable Nation”

ing havoc on nature. But I couldn’t help wondering: how much

in reference to the very real possibility that the population of

power does it take to keep the room so cold?... Does raising

the Maldives will be forced to move due to flooding, was held in

awareness of a phenomenon that most viewers already know
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Olafur Eliasson, Ice Watch, 2014. 12 Ice blocks. City Hall Square, Copenhagen, 2014. Photo: Anders Sone Berg. ©Olafur Eliasson
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Tavares Strachan, Me and You (North Pole Ice and Cloned North Pole Ice), 2013. North pole ice, fabricated ice, 2 freezer units, 2 steel stands. 50 ¾ x 24 ½ inches
(129 x 75 x 62 cm) each. Exhibited: Polar Eclipse, Bahamas Pavilion, 2013 Venice Biennale. Courtesy of the Artist, Photography by Tom Powel Imaging.

make it worth the energy drain?”20 Possibly in response to
this line of criticism, one year later, in 2014, Eliasson took his
concept into the street with Ice Watch, installed from October
26-29 outdoors in the City Hall Square in Copenhagen with
no refrigeration. He transported one hundred tons of glacial
ice in twelve huge, irregularly shaped chunks from a fjord
in Greenland directly to the public square, reaching a wider
and potentially more diverse audience than at a museum or
a gallery.
The choice of site and timing was highly specific. Ice Watch was
timed to coincide with the publishing of the Fifth Assessment
Report by the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), so the environmental agenda of the work
was implicit.21 Eliasson acknowledged the resources spent
to ship the ice in refrigerated containers from Greenland to
Copenhagen, but felt it was worth it, saying “With Ice Watch,
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the ephemerality... introduces an urgency to the work—we are
running out of time.”22
It is difficult to gauge whether having a direct experience with
pieces of a glacier, either in a museum or gallery or even on
the street, effectively connects people to the realities of climate
change. These pieces of glacier are a synecdoche, and in that
sense alone may always be inadequate: how would these pieces
ever convey the whole? But Ice Watch may have failed on
other levels. Something of the arrangement of the ice chunks,
arranged like a watch or clock around which the viewer had
to navigate, evokes minimalist sculpture and its emphasis
on viewer interaction. In the triad of object-space-viewer, as
Robert Morris explained in “Notes on Sculpture” in 1967, the
object becomes less self-important,23 and importance shifts
onto the phenomenological experience of the viewer. When
the object in question is a piece of a glacier, sharing the space
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arguably undermines the intended environmental point. In a

and You (North Pole Ice and Cloned North Pole Ice), the dom-

video of Ice Watch taken by the artist and posted on Vimeo,

inant iconography suggested by this particular arrangement

it appears that the impulse of the public upon first encounter-

of objects appears to be planetary management, or geoengi-

ing the ice was to photograph it with their phones, kick it, or

neering. This is also communicated in Strachan’s statement,

break off pieces of it. Children licked it. The ice was treated

above, that “you can make the North Pole as many times as you

as either a novelty that likely made it from people’s iPhones

want.” The implication is that the clone may be needed as the

onto social media or some sort of unwelcome curiosity. Taking

“original” disappears. The vitrines holding the ice are generic;

24

photographs of the ice turned a direct visceral experience into
a mediated, visual one. Breaking off pieces and kicking the
ice expresses indifference to the point of hostility, indicative
of at best a disrespectful and at worst a destructive impulse.
Eliasson is hoping to get people to show good will towards
nature, embrace it and want to take care of it, but with this
model, “nature is seen as having little or no remaining autonomy and agency. It is dependent on ‘our’ good management and
goodwill.”25 This goodwill is insufficient and capricious.
The most provocative of all the artworks under discussion here
was a pair of small objects titled Me and You (North Pole Ice
and Cloned North Pole Ice), that was part of Tavares Strachan’s
multi-media installation in the Bahamian pavilion at the 2013
Venice Biennale. The artwork consists of two small glass vitrines standing side by side, each containing an identically
shaped and sized piece of ice: one sourced from the North Pole,
and one its clone.

they could contain any type of specimen, and they would be at
home in the Hall of Enlightenment at the British Museum. The
difference is that we are no longer restricted to collecting and
cataloguing specimens. We can now also clone them.
The fact that Strachan can bring a piece of ice back from the
North Pole and exhibit it at the Venice Biennale is already a
technological feat, but to see it alongside its apparent manufactured double reflects our attempts not only to achieve
mastery over nature, but to manipulate it. The Me and You of
the title effectively forces us to imagine our existence in a world
where the only ice left from the glaciers would be a small-scale
sample seen in a museum in a glass case, and scientists would
be creating what was once naturally present: the natural world
surviving only through artificial means. The sinister aura of
the work is palpable, and herein lies its strength. Strachan’s
cloned ice is a warning sign of interventions into natural processes, of technology regarded as a viable solution to fixing our

Strachan reportedly had scientists at Yale University make

damaged planet, a worldview that has been aptly characterized
as Promethean.27 It calls forth Naomi Klein’s succinct summa-

the clone. While it sounds like science fiction, cloning ice is

tion of the pitfalls of geoengineering or “techno-fixes” as she

not in itself so remarkable. There is a microbiological differ-

presents the image of “the earth—our life support system—...

ence between glacial ice samples from different geographical

on life support, hooked up to machines 24/7 to prevent it from

sites. DNA can be extracted from the ice and cloned in order to

going full-tilt monster on us.”28 In fact, Strachan, who still has

analyze it and better understand the microbiological diversity
that is out there, but this is not how Strachan frames the idea of
the clone in this work. In an interview, he states that
[I cloned the ice because] this is a bit of a melancholic
piece. The two pieces of ice address issues about change
more than anything else, and also engage with our fear
of change, our desire to try to preserve what we have and
know. I was extremely fascinated by the fact that you can
make North Pole as many times as you want.26
Strachan’s overall installation, titled I Belong Here, was
focused on issues of race and historical invisibility. He provid-

this particular work in his studio, has continued to make and
remake it. He has the formula for the original ice, its salinity,
and its freezing point, allowing him to continuously replicate it
although not keep it permanently.29
Like other instances of ephemeral art, the glacier ice installations discussed here are not easily collected, preserved, or
displayed. Yet their prevalence still makes a mark, documented through first-hand accounts of people who saw them, photography, and other media that create the potential for them
to contribute to future narratives. They are part of the fabric
of visions for the future. Defying ownership as objects, their
material serves as a reminder of the precious resources—air,

ed a revisionist narrative of the discovery of the North Pole, fo-

water, habitable land—that are in the commons. Taken sep-

cusing on African American explorer Matthew Henson and his

arately and in context, each offers a different perspective on

unacknowledged discovery of the Pole ahead of Robert Peary.

the current environmental crisis, exemplifying the moment in

Strachan’s reclaiming of power and representation sent a strong

all its complexity. Taken together, they underscore a collective

message about accuracy and agency. Yet confronted with Me

urgency, and we stand to learn from our encounters with them.
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Life in Flyover Country
JENNIFER KLEINRICHERT

I

pick up chicken feathers and tie them together. Stick
them in pots. Wrap them in grapevine. I watch the down
move with the breeze. The robin with the window-dam-

aged eye sings from the garden fence while the oriole harmonizes in the black walnut. The hummingbird drinks from the
feeder and the raccoon hides under the chicken coop. I sit vigilant—watching, listening, absorbing—the stones cool beneath
my feet. A coyote skirts the back of the soybean field and ducks
into the woodland. The trees around her dance. They whisper
their memories, their needs, their knowledge.
Something rises in me sitting amongst these magnificent trees
and the vestiges of the Ohio Eastern Deciduous Forest. A
Carolina chickadee lives here amongst these trees and sits near
me—another witness to the incessant song of a red-eyed vireo.
The air is electric with sound and warm breezes. A rescued

Stones

bloodroot and mayapple bloom beneath the decaying yet
life-giving sugar maple. What preceded these plants was a lawn
covered in a large, sad pile of trash—the tatters of a marriage
and lives withered and broken. The sugar maples in the fence
row sheltered the same. Their companion shrubs and forbs

forest, back to the place where fungal mycelia weave reunion
amongst the woodland family and support the life it previously
grew for thousands of years.

long gone to clearing, then farming and topsoil loss, then suc-

How do you describe air that hums with life? Life that radi-

cessful and aggressive invasive plants and mowing and more

ates from the Earth through soles directly to heart. Rooted.

trash. The trees are growing back on their own, and with our

Connected. Revered. I think of salamanders and frogs that

help rescued woodland wildflowers come home—back to the

slumber in a bed of leaves and live in a castle of rotting wood
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from the water, and into the fallen leaves are all that precede
her sacred ritual, then urgently—a return to the safety of her
watery home.
We walked this evening and reveled in the enveloping warmth,
the fading sunshine, and felt our hearts lighten only to be
cracked open again by a raccoon hit and killed moments before
we passed by. Life is so abrupt. Here. Gone. The glimmer of life
still reflected in her eyes, so fresh was her passing. I wanted to
hold her, to move her onto the soil that would take her back
and make her anew, but I felt instinctively her spirit needed
time to leave without my interference.
Migrating turkey vultures and red-tailed hawks found her the
next day and reminded me to put her and her decomposers
somewhere safe, away from cars. I hurried down the road,
fearing what might come quickly over the rise. I startled the
vultures into the trees, disappointed in their luck, but I assured
them I would be quick. She was gone, no spirit lingering, her
abdomen open and her intestines spilled onto the road. I picked
her up gently and carried her to the adjacent farm ground far
from the road, so her body would feed those hungry, return to
the accepting soil and grow into new plants and new animals.
A magnificent cycle, though I mourned the loss of this raccoon.
I thanked her for sharing space with us and for living according to planetary rules. Perhaps she is the raccoon that feasted
on our two chickens, so desperate was she to feed herself and
her babies, and so thoughtless were we in our protection of our
Trout Lily nestled into American Beech

feathered hens. Her fur is etched in my memory—the perfectly
lined-up hairs to keep her cool, warm, protected. Her eyes glittering green and her hand reaching to the moon.

and loose soil; who feed on small organisms and answer to the
pull of the warm spring rains and lengthening days in a primal
and ephemeral pool amongst the recovering forest, never
drained by dredging, channeling, or the dreaded tile. Swimming
and diving and mating; wet, yellow polka dots, yellow thighs,
silence and song and finally emergence—a return to the woodlands. Forest and wetlands, a recipe for magic. Life on land, life
in water; to need both is a challenge in our developed Midwest.
I think of snapping turtles and their similar but opposite sequence required for lineage perpetuation—water, then land,
then water. These ancient beings live as long as humans do and
come of age the same time we do. I ponder how united I am in
their ritual of procreation—not in the watery conception, but
amongst the leaves: the same cushion for my then new, young
desire as for the snapping turtle’s precious eggs. If she is lucky,
no roads cross her path. An arduous climb up the bank, away
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Gray Treefrog singing in gutter
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The drive ahead of me is a dreaded one—not for the destination, a coffee date with my sister, which is warmly anticipated—but because of the traverse across the farmed Till Plain of
northwestern Ohio. An hour and a half east for my sister; the
same northwest for me. Fog-shrouded soybean fields whispered memories of fog-shrouded prairie. If I looked just right,
I could see what was before. As I drove north, I fell under the
fog trance and saw what was no more than a remaining vestige:
Indian Grass along the roadsides, tucked in amongst the railroad tracks. Freight cars lined up. Idle. Years idle. Tagged by
many an artist speaking their truths. What were they for? Why
weren’t they used anymore? Who lived in them? What did the
tagging say? Did the drivers around me notice the cars? Did
they feel the whispers of the long-gone prairie, too?

the destruction or seeming lack thereof. Land that is big and
relatively intact and free feels different. I know. I love and need
that feeling so very much, too; but if we only love that, then this
part of the country—in its current state—becomes known as,
and is, “flyover country.”
The millions of monarchs, green darner dragonflies, songbirds,
shorebirds, cranes, and myriad other species journeying north
in the spring and south in the fall across the Midwest tells me it
is—most certainly! Not only is this land flyover country, but it is
very important flyover country, fueling the migration of arguably
one of the most spectacular butterfly phenomena from the Great
Lakes region all the way to Mexico. When looked at from this
perspective, that phrase takes on serious new meaning. There is
work to do here: land that must be restored to offer sanctuary to
us and all the rest of life that shares this patch of ground. There
is so much work to do, what is really needed is a revolution—a
complete and total renovation and restoration of this clear-cut,
farmed, and drained Eastern Deciduous Forest, Wetland, and
Prairie complex. Let’s restore millions of acres to wild land
while also reuniting this land with small-scale agriculture, small
farmers, fencerows, and all the wildness that easily coexists in
just such a scenario. There is opportunity here for innovation
and creative thinking and for heart and soul enrichment.

Eastern Prairie

During our rare but essential sisterly catch up, a very kind staff
person came up to us and noted our “earthy natures” and our
“good energy” and how we “look and feel like we should live in
Colorado.” This is not the first time someone has sought me out
and joined my name and being with the state of Colorado. Are
people that love the Earth and spend their work time serving
humanity and the planet only to live in Colorado? I knew what
he meant and thanked him for his kindness, but inside the
sentiment confused me and made me sad for the land I knew
as home. Why are we as a people so defined by stereotypical

Hope in a Wild Iris seed

geography? Why can’t good-hearted Earth lovers live in the
Midwest? Many of us, of course, do, but why must we so often

We’ve experienced the wonder firsthand as we’ve taken this

be mentally linked with Boulder or Crested Butte or Durango?

3.5 acres of mowed lawn and started to stitch ancient threads

I, too, love the craggy, young mountains, clear running streams,

of life back together. We provided an open canvas for Mother

pikas, marmots, and magical aspens, but I also love the great

Nature to work her magic, with just a bit of assistance from

Eastern Deciduous Forest and recognize that the large differ-

us. This reunion we began weaving here—native plants with

ence between the two lies not only in the geology, but also in

origins thousands of years ago in this particular place with
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First wildflower planting

these particular insects, birds, mammals, amphibians, reptiles—surpasses, daily, both our expectations. A life-devoid
lawn transformed into a nature preserve in just a few years.
Really? A deep satisfaction settled into our spirits so immediately, it became apparent we lacked something our minds and
hearts and undefined parts of ourselves required. What’s happening here feels mystical; the peace is all-encompassing as our
spirits settle into our ancestral roots and our hearts open to all
the other life around us. This satisfaction makes sense because,
contrary to many beliefs and spoken and written words, we are
part of nature. Not separate. The plants and animals returning feel like old friends. Needed friends. Best friends. This 3.5
acres of unlikely land we call home in north central Ohio is reminding us who we are, where we came from, and where we
want to go.
What do we do now as monarchs dwindle in number? As trees
reach further and further to communicate? As vernal pools
continue to fall prey to bulldozers and dreams of big ponds or
the perceived necessity of more parking lots? Where is our love
and respect? Good people, let us unite and give voice to the
silent cries of salamanders and trees. Let us put aside our distractions and pause. Place our hands in the furrowed bark of a
beloved tree or any tree—any at all—settle our fingers into the
crevices, feel the braiding, the heartbeat of this living being.
Rest our heads on the trunk in peace. Hear the rustle of leaves.
Feel time pass. Remember. Offer a prayer of thanks for this
moment, in this place, with kindred glad to know us and to be
heard. And then, let us act bravely and without fear.
I love being a member of this planetary community just as
much as I love the plants that are starting to recognize me as
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kin, as someone who wants to learn the rules of living sustainably and gratefully. I love saying goodbye to the voices that
scolded me for anthropomorphizing, realizing we as people
forgot how to listen to life other than human life. My heart
and my mind and the return of life around me tells this is the
right path and always was. I am grateful for the tiny seed deep
inside me that remained viable for forty years knowing there
is infinite complexity and depth to life, and I am grateful to
all these plants and animals that gave shelter and water and
fertile soil for my seed to grow. This seed is not unique to me.
If you are an observer or listener or doer or seeker like me, I
invite you to join me in the planting revolution, the restoration
revolution... the remembrance revolution. Try it and see if that
dried, desiccated part of your soul waiting for reunion doesn’t
just start swelling as soon as you see the first monarch reunited
with the milkweed plant, or the first leafcutter bee cutting crescent moons from plants that once called this land home, too.

Leafcutter Bee sign on newly planted Eastern Red bud.

Photo Credits: Jennifer Kleinrichert & Steve Ross.

Jennifer Kleinrichert is co-owner of The Common Milkweed plant
nursery where she and her husband are restoring nature to their
property and helping others do the same. She’s worked as a
naturalist and educator for the National Park Service, the National
Audubon Society, Columbus, OH Metro Parks and other non-profits
sharing her love of the planet with anyone and everyone. She was
first published in Taproot Magazine’s SEED Issue 10.
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There Is No Magic Wall
KRISTIAN BREVIK AND LINDSAY BARBIERI

Bats
When I used to see bats flying
in the California twilight
their intricate zigzag voices
went flickering with them
but they fell silent with the years
and without that tiny sonar static
to see them flicker
in and out of being
is a kind of blindness
—Ursula K. LeGuin, from So Far So Good
Reflection on what it is like to be a bat seems to lead us, therefore,
to the conclusion that there are facts that do not consist in the
truth of propositions expressible in a human language. We can be
compelled to recognize the existence of such facts without being
able to state or comprehend them.
—Thomas Nagel, from “What Is It Like to Be a Bat?”

T

his essay is called, “There Is No Magic Wall.” You may
be wondering, “What is a magic wall?” A magic wall
is a wall between humans and everything else—a wall
which frees us from accountability, dependency, and responsibility toward those beings on the “other side.” A magic wall
allows us to disregard, manipulate, and exploit other beings,
to appoint ourselves dictators or stewards, to say, “Humans
first, humans always.” But there really is no magic wall. So
what does that mean for how we are in the world? One often
hears and says, “Humans are a part of nature,” “humans are
embedded in ecosystems,” or “humans and non-humans are
interwoven in deep relationships of kinship and reciprocal
obligations.” But have we all thought about what that really
means? Here is an image of how humans might be imagined,
once we realize that there is no magic wall.

Humans, non-humans, and DNA; boats and beaver dams and
human dams; dinosaurs, mitochondria; mountains and rivers;
cyanobacteria, oxygen, and hydrogen—all together, entangled
in webs of ecological, evolutionary, and perceptual connections
and interactions and dependence and kinship, all existing as
mosaic beings, with no circles around groups, no dots representing species, and nothing labeled “nature” or “humans.”
This is congruent with Charles Darwin’s tangled bank, Paul
Watson’s continuum1, and David Abram’s more-than-human world. It is the mesh, as described by Tim Morton in The
Ecological Thought:
All life forms are the mesh, and so are all the dead ones,
as are their habitats, which are also made up of living and
nonliving beings. We know even more now about how life
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forms have shaped Earth (think of oil, of oxygen—the first

climate change, depressed about our current mass extinction,

climate change cataclysm). We drive around using crushed

or desperate to start working toward what Val Plumwood calls

dinosaur parts. Iron is mostly a by-product of bacterial me-

“a richer world, (where we) can begin to negotiate life member-

tabolism. So is oxygen. Mountains can be made of shells

ship in an ecological community of kindred beings,” still talk

and fossilized bacteria. Death and the mesh go together
in another sense, too, because natural selection implies
extinction.2
The mesh represents a radical break with how many of us
imagine the human. Most of us, it seems, continue to bump up
against a magic wall we think is there, like mimes pressing their
hands against an invisible screen. Even those panicking about
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and act as though there is a magic wall.
Here are a few examples from ecosystem services, human-animal interaction, and philosophy, followed by some examples of
the wall in common phrases, illuminated by replacing the word
“human” with words we use for other beings.
Why do we call this a magic wall? Others have written about
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“a divide” between humans and everything

choose or invent something that only humans

else—but that suggests that humans are in-

are allowed to have or do. Or we say that the

nocent, and just found an ontological divi-

doings of human beings are more complex or

sion that already existed, when really humans
fortify the idea of a wall every day. Generally,

better than the doings of non-human beings.

we pick something we like about humans and

The following image shows examples of stones

say, “This is the thing that separates us!” Or we

with which we try to build a wall.

Some might see in this image of a wall justifi-

clear that light gets through the magic wall in

cation for believing that there is a magic wall

cracks of many dimensions. Exploring three

between humans and everything else. We cer-

of these dimensions will show that there is no

tainly used to think some of these concepts pro-

magic wall. The first dimension is evolution, the

vided us a magic wall. However, gathering what

second dimension is our mosaic being, and the

we have learned from many fields has made

third dimension is traits and characteristics.

3
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Evolution. Many humans may consider this the

Denisovans, and some Denisovans had kids

first and most obvious place to look for a magic

with a “mystery species,” who then had kids with

wall—around Homo sapiens. But there are

Neanderthals, who then had kids with “humans”

dozens of different definitions of what constitutes

in Europe and Asia. Notice in this figure the

a species, and so species exist, not in some magic
way but simply as a useful way to talk about the
history, development, and behavior of organisms.
The evolutionary tree is tangled and messy. In the
4

following figure from a recent paper (pink circles
drawn by us), we can see that even the human

authors say, “non-African humans carry traces
of Neanderthal DNA,” which seems to imply that
there is some sort of “pure human” that has a little
sack of Neanderthal DNA that they carry around
with them. But DNA evidence shows that modern
European and Asian humans are the grandkids

story has taken many complicated pathways.

of humans, Neanderthals, and Denisovans, all

Evolution is messy. Some Homo sapiens had

tors be included on the human side of the wall?

kids with Neanderthals, some had kids with

(The way we do this, as shown in the image, is by
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hybridized and mixed up. Should all our ances-
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circling branches of the evolutionary tree that go back to a single

knowledge lessen our sense of freedom and responsibility, or

branching, which is known as the most recent common ances-

shed a whole new light on those concepts? Deeper into ourselves

tor.) Moreover, are chimpanzees inside the wall (though they are

are mitochondria, who were once free-living bacteria and now

outside the scope of the figure), since it appears we have them as

exist with/as us as symbiotes—neither of us exist without the

ancestors well after what we consider the species divergence?

other. Are they inside or outside the magic wall? And even in

In the last few sentences we have been discussing “picking,” an
invented classification of convenience rather than a discovered
pattern of being. And that is the major problem with trying to use
evolution as a way to place a magic wall; we end up just “picking”
who gets to be included inside. If you might say, “I pick all humans
including Neanderthals and Denisovans,” then I might say, “I pick
all Finnish humans.” Both are just “picked” out of the tangled
tree—one can see how this is a dangerous zone of racial prejudice.
We believe that dismantling the magic wall is a critical component

our DNA, we have transposable elements, endogenous retroviruses and other genetic elements, which have been incorporated
into our genome over the course of evolution and make up the
current composition and functioning of the human genome. We
may believe that only humans can feel or think in a certain way,
but how can we know how much of that feeling or thinking is
attributable to our mitochondria or the viruses in our genome?
There is nowhere to put a wall between us and the mosaic of
beings of which we are.

of the contemporary journey of liberation and global justice.

Evolved Traits. Evolved species traits are also known as char-

Mosaic Being. We think of ourselves as individuals, but our

recent years, about the ways in which all the traits we often

mosaic being of symbiotes and our fuzzy boundaries show that
there is nowhere to find a magic wall within or amongst the
beings that are us. Where would we find a magic wall between
us and the myriad beings which make “us” up? On the surface,

acteristics or attributes. We have learned, more and more in
assign to humans only are spread throughout many species. As
Robin Wall Kimmerer reminds us, there have been no studies
that show that other beings are dumber than we thought, but
there are many showing that they are more capable than pre-

we are full of and covered by symbiotic microbes that mediate

viously believed. If we attempt to say that a certain trait or

our interactions with other beings. Our guts are full of microbes

ability forms the basis for a magic wall between humans and

who are involved when we interact with all the other species

everything else, we find that there is no trait that allows all

we eat, and these microbes affect not only our metabolism, but

whom we consider human to be inside the wall, and all who

our cognition. As an example, you might say, “There is a magic

we do not consider to be human to be outside the wall.5 Traits

wall around humans because we have morality.” But how much

that have been thought to provide criteria for walling in and

of our morality is attributable to our microbiome? Will this

walling out include culture and social organization, tool use
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and technology, language, and self-awareness.

feelings that we describe as love or grief, and

Not all humans are able to use tools or language,

we all feel and experience those in unique ways

while many crows are. Whatever criteria one

as species, with certain capabilities and behav-

tries to use, we find that the magic wall ends up

ioral repertoires, and as individuals. But so

including or excluding beings whom we did not

do members and individuals of other species.

intend to include or exclude.

Onyx (our friends’ dog), and Tahlequah (the

Moreover, every trait that we might use to differentiate humans is itself something that has
evolved and is a part of our embodied being. It is
not part of a timeless essence, a substance only

orca) both feel “a thing like what we call love”
and “a thing like what we call grief.” These feelings and perceptions are all rooted in evolution
and the mesh.

and forever accessible only to Homo sapiens.

Consciousness or sentience is also subject to our

Any trait we choose—be it love, suffering, mo-

embodied and evolving being. Yet again we often

rality, or intelligence—all we can experience is

mistakenly assume that humans experience

the human (and more so, our own individual)

“The One True Consciousness” that can attain

version of that trait. But all living things simi-

an objective, outside-of-ourselves perspective

larly have experiences that are afforded by their

beyond the reach of other species. But what

own evolutionary history and species-being, bi-

about clam consciousness and tree sentience

otically entangled and hybrid as it may be. Our

and river awareness? Our idea of conscious-

mistake is to assume that humans experience

ness is based on how we are embodied as social

the “true” version of the trait, and other beings

mammals, and the way we access the world is

are automatons, machines, or objects rather

with hands and talking and thinking. But other

than subjects. We wonder, “Do dogs feel love?”

access modes are equally full for other beings—a

or “Do orcas feel grief?” Humans experience

slug’s way of sliding and eating and tasting (and
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who knows what else) is as equally full an experience as ours is.

That there is no magic wall means that there is no center.

Thomas Nagel, in his influential article, “What Is It Like to Be

This means that what Val Plumwood calls a “centric thinking”

a Bat?” discusses how it is almost certainly impossible for us to

model cannot hold. In this framework, “the center” (in this

imagine what it would be like to experience and feel the world

case humans) is placed in contrast to “the other.”7 The other

as another being.6 However, we can acknowledge that our indi-

is excluded and considered inferior to the center, stereotyped

vidual world of experience is a certain range of abilities limited

and homogenized into an undifferentiated group (for example,

by our embodied form, which has some overlap with the world

trees, mosquitos, nature as a whole). The other (in this case,

of experience of a bat, and a different overlap with the world of

“non-human” beings) is often deemed inessential, and depen-

experience of a slug, and so on for all beings. Slugs have slug

dencies between the center and the other are denied. A centric

consciousness and slug experience and slug self-awareness,

framework also includes pathways for incorporation into the

just as humans have human consciousness and human experi-

center without dispelling the notion of a center, such as includ-

ence and human self-awareness.

ing certain beings (whales and apes, or species whose suffering

There may be some for whom considerations such as these do
not undermine the notion that humans have a special something, a uniqueness to their being. There may also be those who
think, “Well, okay, but since we can’t really know what a bat or
a slug or a papaya tree or a zooplankter wants, experiences, or
feels, then there is no point in considering them when making
decisions.” Borrowing again from Tim Morton, we reply, “You
might think that you have self-awareness/morality/ethics/
love/language, but can you show that you are not an android
programmed to behave in exactly the way that you behave?
And what would be the difference if you could?” We are always
guessing and assuming about what other beings, humans included, want and experience and value.
So those are three dimensions (though we imagine there are
more) in which a magic wall cannot be. Humans can put up
other walls, of course, such as walls of chain-link and barbedwire, but these are full of holes and divide things up in terrible,
awkward ways. Any wall we put up is going to have problems,
which is why there is no magic wall that frees us from accountability for the choices and actions that we take. That there is no
magic wall means that we cannot make decision after decision,
forever, for the sake of those we consider human, and absolve
ourselves of the outcomes of our actions. We make decisions
every day, and for most, if not all, we cannot know the outcomes of those decisions on all past, present, and future beings
of the mesh. Even for those decisions that most humans would
consider okay, like exterminating mosquitos, we can’t know
how that changes the mesh now and seven million years from
now. If, by exterminating the mosquito Aedes aegypti (who
spread Dengue fever and other serious illnesses) to save our
children, we cause a swamp to be drained, a forest to be cut,

we can empathize with) into the center. But a center relies on a
magic wall to maintain itself, and so, because there is no magic
wall, decentering is necessary.
That there is no magic wall also means that we cannot use
definitions to shirk our responsibility to take into account all
kin when making decisions and taking action. For example,
the definition of ecosystem services is “the benefits humans
receive from ecosystems.” So it seems like we can just think
about humans and walk away. However, we could define eating
as, “what humans do when they ingest food.” But that doesn’t
mean that it is different in any meaningful way from the way
other beings ingest food. A human can enjoy a sandwich as
a benefit from the ecosystem, but if a raccoon steals and eats
that same sandwich, it is still a benefit from the ecosystem. We
could instead expand our framework to say that ecosystem services are “the benefits received from ecosystems,” which allows
all beings to be recipients or valuers of those services and benefits. If we wish, we could still study “ecosystem services as experienced by those I consider human” as a special case.
What types of questions must we think about now? What
happens when all beings are allowed to experience value and
benefits—when all beings are valuers, all valuing in their own
way? How can we say the value of a tree? Is it the value of the
tree to all beings, from the squirrels and birds and the cells of
the tree itself, through all of the universe we think of as space
and time? Even if beings eat or parasitize each other, how does
their well-being depend upon one another? How can individuals of other species and other beings be stakeholders when we
are making decisions? How are we supposed to make decisions
if everyone gets to be included?

and a leopard’s children to starve, we don’t get to walk away.

That there is no magic wall means that humans and all other

We have to stay with the trouble. This isn’t to advocate for not

beings, in our mosaic of interrelated forms, are a mesh of en-

exterminating mosquitoes; it is to advocate for wallowing in

tangled and interwoven kinship. This makes life easier. When

the uncertainty. To light a candle is to cast a shadow.

you know that there is no magic wall and you need to make a
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decision about removing a dam, then you get to look around
at the fisherman and the orcas and the salmon; the teachers

development. She is currently based at the Gund Institute for
Environment at the University of Vermont in Burlington, VT.

and the river; all the crows and the many stones; the forest, the
beetles, and the fungi; the children of the humans who have
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Everyday Animals, or Why
Not Kiss a Worm?
SUSIE SPIKOL

L

et’s be chickadees. Pshht, pshht, pshht, we call as we sit
on the frozen ground so close to one another that we
can feel the cold spray of our neighbor’s pshht. In the

cicadas just sing over us. But this never stops us. The language

distance I had heard a few black-capped chickadees and gath-

with hope. They still live in the world of Charlotte’s Web, where

ered the group to try our luck at calling them closer. It worked.

a pig can talk, a spider can spell, and a little girl named Fern

We sit talking to the chickadees, looking at them eye-to-eye,

can understand it all.

our breath mixing with their breath like some whispered secret.

we speak—whether chickadee, blue jay, cicada, or even owl—is
really the language of hope. My third-grade students are filled

It lasts maybe five minutes, our conversation with the chicka-

It is a bone cold day in December, windy and gray, and I am

dees. While it’s going on I’m in love with the world. It’s a place

surrounded by a tight little huddle of third graders. I look at

where chickadees huddle around children huddled around

their young faces, red cheeked and open mouthed. They are

children. We are all right here. When the spell is broken and

frozen, but not by the cold. Rather they are in the moment,
just as I am. We have lost track of who we are, forgotten ourselves in an instant. Even our icy breath seems stilled. We have

the chickadees fly off, my students are quiet as though they
have forgotten how to speak our human language. One little
girl breaks the silence when she whispers, “Let’s just be chick-

become chickadees.

adees for the rest of our lives.”

All around us, perched and curious, are these small, sturdy

This idea of wanting to be chickadees for the rest of our lives is

birds. Some are so close we can see their bright inquisitive
eyes staring right at us and hear their wings beat as they sail
past our heads. We have called them in—or perhaps they have
called us in. The line between us is fuzzy, the boundary unclear.

not really that farfetched in a child’s world. They live in a world
where bears fix steamy bowls of porridge, owls deliver the mail,
and if you kiss the right frog, you might end up with a prince.
Spend any amount of time with children, and you will find
yourself talking about animals. It’s a topic they have a lot of

We’ve tried before to join our voices with the animals around

opinions about: who’s their favorite animal, whether the per-

the school. Crows never respond, blue jays scatter, and the

egrine falcon is actually faster than a cheetah, and who would
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win if a shark and a crocodile had a fight. From the moment
they are born, they are dressed in buntings covered with cute
turtles, and each night they are tucked into bed under penguin
blankets with tigers and giraffes as their cozy companions.
Their world practically hums with animals.
But as our world becomes increasingly distanced from the
natural world, children’s direct experience and time with wild
animals is in decline. According to a recent study conducted
in Britain, children spend only half as much time outside as
their parents did, with an average of less than one hour outside
a day.1 In the United States children under eight years old
spend about two and a quarter hours a day with a screen, while
tweens and teens spend respectively six and nine hours a day
plugged in.2 All this time spent looking at and engaging with
screens means less and less time doing other things, like being
outside. As Richard Louv points out in his book, Last Child in
the Woods, as this generation of children stay plugged in to
their screens, they become unplugged from the natural world,
leading to an increasing trend toward childhood obesity, depression, and attention disorders.3 Our children are becoming savvy digital natives, but at what cost? What are the consequences of a generation of children who haven’t tried their
hand at catching a frog, raising a monarch caterpillar to watch

everyday creatures that we encounter in our immediate world
are untamed and distinct in their own wild way. For very young
children, their first direct experience with a ladybug—feeling it

it become a butterfly, or stopping to listen to the crickets sing?

crawl across their hands—is immediate, concrete, and stimu-

WHY ANIMALS ARE IMPORTANT

share their everyday world with us that our children can have

Think back to your own childhood. Perhaps you remember
catching fireflies, or chasing a butterfly, or even holding a frog
in your own hands. These moments are often touchstone memories. Encounters and interactions with animals play a powerful and fundamental role in a child’s life. Moments when
a child is kneeling down next to an anthill intently watching
the ants coming and going or carefully reaching out to feel the
fuzzy back of a wooly bear caterpillar are the moments when
the child is making connections, understanding how he or she
is alike and different from the other living creatures. At such
moments, a child is building a sense of self, while at the same
time developing a personal relationship with the animal world.
The times when a child is directly engaged with another animal
are the tangibles of the intangible, revealing to a child what it

lating. I’m an advocate for these small backyard creatures who
direct experiences with. These wild animals are the unsung
teachers of our children. Through them, children learn some
of life’s most basic and elemental lessons; all living things are
born, and all living things die. It doesn’t really get much simpler
than that, but it is the dead snake in the road that offers the
lesson or the nest of baby robins that gives us hope again. And
in between this cycle of life, these everyday animals suggest a
million more lessons when we invite our children to have these
experiences.
I think of the times I’ve brought small red wiggler worms into
second grade classrooms. The students can hardly wait to
touch the worms. I hear them squeal and laugh with the excitement of holding another living creature. They notice how
worms move and that worms respond to being gently sprayed

means to be alive in this world.

with cool water. They watch the worms seek the dark cover of

The animals don’t need to be big and in fact might not fit

fall in love with the worms, some even wanting to kiss them.

our adult definition of what is actually even wild. Instead, as

Children have no boundaries when interacting with these

parents, teachers, caregivers, and community members, let’s

touchable, approachable wild things. As I watch this, I have

remind ourselves that a bumblebee, a daddy long legs, or a

noticed that children’s inclination to connect with animals is

toad is just as wild as a tiger or a humpbacked whale. The small

exuberant. We are, after all, animals ourselves, and when given

the leaves and observe the way the worm actually looks. They
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a chance, children celebrate the realization that we are indeed

My son’s experience is not unique. Interest in and curiosity

kin—so why not kiss a worm?

about animals prompt children to ask questions, to wonder,

According to biologist E.O. Wilson’s biophilia hypothesis, this
predisposition humans have toward all things animal is completely natural.4 It’s part of our evolutionary legacy, since as
omnivores, humans had to depend on plants and animals; we
are hardwired to be intimately focused on them. Our survival
once depended on it, so we have carried this connection and interest in other living creatures with us into our modern everyday lives. Biophilia suggests that children enter this world with

and to develop their scientific and analytical thinking skills.
The famous primatologist and author, Jane Goodall, had her
very first experience in studying animals at the tender age of
four. She spent a whole day hidden in her family’s chicken coop
because she had become immensely curious about how chickens laid their eggs. She waited with the patience of the true field
biologist she would later become until she actually saw one of
the chickens lay an egg.7

a vital affinity toward all living things. Whether it is a worm
or an eagle, children want to and need to connect with their
extended family of living creatures.
In his own memoir, Naturalist, Wilson recalls the summer he
was seven and stayed along a Florida beach called Paradise
Point. His days were unstructured and full of wandering, exploration, and encounters with jellyfish, manta rays, and toadfish. He writes:
A child comes to the edge of deep water with a mind prepared for wonder. He is like a primitive adult of long ago,
an acquisitive early Homo arriving at the shore of Lake
Malawi, say, or the Mozambique Channel. The experience
must have been repeated countless times over thousands
of generations and it was richly rewarded.5
Wilson draws his experience back through time. From his adult
vantage point, he sees this summer as seminal. It travels with
him as “a talisman, transmitting a powerful energy that directs
the growth of experience and knowledge.”6 Our encounters
with animals as a child go deep into our hearts and mind. They
open us up to wonder and curiosity, informing us that we stand
in relationship with the other living beings on this planet. As
a child, we can experience each encounter as personal, a connection that has the power to stay with us for the remainder of

As Jane Goodall’s story points out, time with domestic animals
can play an essential role in a child’s life. Many studies reveal
that children who grow up with pets develop attitudes of
compassion and an understanding of humane treatment of
animals. These studies suggest that living with an animal companion significantly contributes to a child’s social, emotional,
and cognitive development. When children are given the jobs
of caring for their pets, such as feeding, walking, or groom-

our lives.

ing, their feelings of attachment are deepened. Furthermore,

This curiosity—this bend toward all things animal—is a spark

caring behavior toward animals in adulthood.8 When talking

for children and often a pathway into learning. I think of my
middle son who hadn’t shown much interest in reading by the
middle of first grade, until one day he rolled over a log and
found a very small, newly hatched garter snake. It was perfectly sized for his small hands. He held the sleek snake carefully
as it slipped in and out of his fingers. Before discovering it, he
didn’t see reading on his own as necessary. This chance en-

this attachment to pets in childhood predicts positive and
about who is part of their family, children often include their
pet. When asked to describe who is important to them, they
mention the dogs, cats, and other domestic animals that share
their home ground.9 Children view family and neighborhood
pets as important figures in their world and experience relationships with these animals as friends and kin.

counter woke an insatiable curiosity that sent him directly to

There has been less research into how time with wild animals

any book he could find on snakes and fed his desire to keep

impacts a child’s development. But the research that has been

looking under logs.

conducted suggests that when children have these experiences,
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they develop attitudes of affection and interest in animals and

reduced, we are more physically active, and we report a more

the natural world that they then carry forward with them into

positive sense of well-being.12 This seems to be true for people

adulthood. These studies are compelling and demonstrate that

of all ages. Being outside is good for humans, but it is also

children who spend time engaged in direct experiences with

good for the natural world. Without time outside in the natural

wild animals learn to care about the natural world and its inhabitants.

10

They suggest that if we care about biodiversity

and the natural world, we need to make sure we are providing
plenty of opportunities throughout children’s lives to interact
with the animals around them. In a world where we spend
more and more time at younger and younger ages interacting
with screens, this should remind us all that putting the screens
away and getting ourselves and our children outside for everyday encounters with local wild animals is essential to how our
children care for this planet in the future.

world, forming attachment and relationships with the animals
that share our world, we are losing the thread that binds us
together. How can we expect children to care about something
if they have never had any experience with it? Robert Michael
Pyle asks, “What is the extinction of a condor to a child who
has never seen a wren?”13 Hands-on, direct experiences with
animals are not just nice things to have in your children’s lives,
they are part of our human blueprint, our required reading, not
only for their health but for the health of this planet.
Time with animals—from everyday experiences with the small
creatures like chickens and snakes who share our home ground
to chance encounters with wild things like jellyfish and manta
rays—is an invitation for children to grow compassion, develop
curiosity, and see themselves as connected to all the other
living things in this world that we share.
THESE ARE THE CREATURES IN YOUR
NEIGHBORHOOD

When I was a child growing up in Brooklyn, I had the sliver,
a wedge between my garage and my next door neighbor’s
brick wall. It was my gateway, my own chipmunk hole, a place
to disappear into. It really was a sliver. I couldn’t even turn
around in it or sit down while I was there. But I spent hours in
this canyon, searching and learning all the cracks and crevices of this small world. I found such treasures as swirled snails
that would peek out their heads when I hummed to them and
daredevil earthworms that scaled brick walls. I noticed things
like new spider webs and chestnuts that had been chewed by
small mice. I became versed in the ways of ants and fluent in
the language of starlings. This sliver was my special place and
like many children, these special places are the formative landscape of unstructured exploration.
For many children, what can make a place special is what
happens there. The place doesn’t need to be big at all, and in
fact it usually is perfectly child-sized, like a den in a hedgerow
or a sliver between two garages. It isn’t what any adult would
The extinction of experience, a phrase coined by the lepidopterist and author Robert Michael Pyle, proposes that people—
in particular, children—are becoming more and more alienated
and separated from the natural world.11 This loss of connection,

find beautiful or even purely natural. These are the thickets and
rambles of neighborhoods and backyards, undefined scruff.
Rural, suburban, or urban, it doesn’t matter, for children will
find a place and make it their own. These spots are often the
unmanicured places parents and communities want to clean

as it turns out, is not healthy for us. We actually thrive when out

up. But leave them, because for a child they are just as Robert

in nature, our blood pressure drops, our stress hormones are

Michael Pyle describes them: “rich with possibility.”14
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So often, places become special to a child because of her en-

SKIN TO SKIN

counters with the creatures that share them. Ants, beetles,

I have three children. The elder two are eleven and nine years

inchworms, the squirrel that leaves a chewed-up acorn—these
are the child’s neighbors. And just as we might form friend-

older, respectively, than my youngest. When I gave birth to my
youngest, there had been a shift in how the hospital brought my

ships, have casual conversations with, or quietly spy on our

newborn to me. Instead of whisking my infant away to be cleaned,

human neighbors, children are doing this with animals in

diapered, and swaddled, my moments-old son was placed direct-

these places. This is important work—this quiet, untethered

ly against me, our skin touching, keeping the physical bond that

time with animals. It is good to remind yourself that knowing
animals is different than knowing about animals. A child has
no sense of urgency to know what kind of caterpillar he is
holding, or what species of bird she is hearing, or whether the
butterfly he follows from flower to flower is endangered. That
is an adult’s agenda.
Children approach each animal as an individual, in just the
way they might meet a librarian or a mail-carrier or a new
friend on the playground. Children need a chance to know the
animals in their neighborhood before they can understand
the how we are all part of a complex ecosystem. Children
need time to form these connections. A child’s world view is

we had experienced for the last nine months intact. Skin-to-skin
was how we lived for the first few critical hours and the following
forty-eight hours of his life as well. New research had informed
the hospital to adopt this policy. Skin-to-skin contact in at least
the first hour after birth is clinically proven to increase the attachment between mother and newborn while reducing their
stress and helping the newborn transition to post-natal life.15
It wasn’t just about our skin touching; while my son and I
snuggled, our other senses were forming connections. He was
hearing my heart beat—the sound that had been the constant
of his in utero development—and he was learning my smell,
so that at only weeks old, he would be able to differentiate me
from all other mothers. And I was falling in love, learning every

all inclusive; both people and animals hold the possibility of

inch of him, noticing the beauty mark in the swirl of his ear and

friendship.

the sweet sounds he made as he nursed.
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I keep thinking about this idea of skin-to-skin contact and the
formation of attachment. What if we extend this idea to children and their experiences with animals? What if children need
time throughout their lives to have multi-sensory direct experiences with animals to form attachments to the natural world?
Even the very young will reach out toward the living. They will
stop in their tracks as a ladybug crawls across the ground and
stretch their chubby fingers to touch it. It isn’t just their sense
of touch that is engaged; all their senses are involved, and connections are made. Each time they have a direct experience
with an animal, synapses are being formed.
We can’t depend on our ancient connection to the living. We
must actively cultivate experiences and opportunities with
the natural world. Our children need this in their lives. They
need time with chipmunks and chickadees, fireflies and snails,
even spiders and snakes. This is all part of their birthright and
essential to forming attachments to the living Earth. Without
these experiences, there is a great loss. Children should know
how it feels to hold a frog in your hand, feeling its soft and
tender body before letting it free. And for the animals, there is
loss, too. Without these experiences with us, there is very little
hope we will consider them in the future.

Photo Credits: Susie Spikol and Ben Conant

Susie Spikol is a naturalist and Community Programs Director at the
Harris Center for Conservation Education (www.harriscenter.org),
a land trust located in Hancock, NH. She has been helping people
of all ages in the Monadnock Region of NH connect to the natural
world for over 20 years. Her writing has appeared regularly in
Northern Woodlands magazine and she co-authored a chapter in
David Sobel’s book Childhood and Nature.
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Classical Music
CHARLES FINN

There is music—and then there is music.
The slap of a beaver tail, the screech of a hawk
The slow thunder of tree root pushing through soil.
There is the toothless mastication
Of children and the old, my heartbeat, the stars.
Yes, you can keep your rock and roll
Just leave me the flight of butterflies, dawn
Rolling its acorns of hope across the globe.
Leave me the proposals of wildflowers
The confessions of snow. Give me all
The harmonies. Take me to the mountaintops
Give me the breathing of stones.
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Conspires
CHARLES FINN

When the pot lid of night slides into place
When the frogs shout their one-word love, “Me! Me! Me!”
When the moon and the stars get down to business
Feigning serenity, and the nighthawks make good on their name
You and I will be in bed, tangled as we were meant to be
The improbable geese on the other side of the ceiling
Flying south against all odds. It’s not enough to love the world
You must dive in. When I was young, I used to go out at night
And howl at the moon, just for practice, just for kicks, and just in case
It came to that. Look around, the moonlight taught me
Everything conspires to love.
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Apples
CHARLES FINN

Nothing is one thing.
Everything is something else.
All summer the mountain wildflowers
Birthed into the blue challis
Of sky, fragrances beat out of them
By the broomstick of wind. At night
The wind, self-effacing, and the silence
Of oaks, a thing to reckon with
And behold—but all for what?
Some say the stone troth of the mind
Is nothing compared to the heart.
Some say be the rope and bucket
To the drywell of compassion.
There really isn’t much choice is there?
Come winter the three-legged fawn
Will fall to the coyote
But that doesn’t stop me
From setting out apples.

Charles Finn is the editor of the literary and fine arts magazine High
Desert Journal and author of Wild Delicate Seconds: 29 Wildlife
Encounters (Oregon State University Press 2012). His poetry,
fiction, and nonfiction has appeared in a wide variety of magazines,
newspapers, and journals.
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CONFLUENCE
(OUR CHANGING SEAS V)
ARTIST STATEMENT
COURTNEY MATTISON

Like cities, coral reefs pulse in a frenzy of activity. Residents of

devastation. Sea temperatures warmed by climate change

these diverse habitats find food, shelter, and mates within their

stress corals, forcing them to lose the colorful algae that live

structures. Weary travelers find respite in their outcroppings—

within their tissues and provide an important food source,

oases from the open sea. From the tiniest snapping shrimp to

which causes them to “bleach” white and starve. Corals can

the largest whale shark, coral reefs are sanctuaries for life’s ex-

recover from bleaching if threats subside quickly, but bleach-

uberance. In reefs as in cities, each individual plays a role that

ing most often leads to coral death and reef erosion—like a city

can affect how the ecosystem functions. The key to success is

going bankrupt and leaving its buildings to crumble.

finding harmony in heterogeneity—unity in diversity.

Without our help to mitigate climate change, pollution, and

Indonesia lies at the heart of the Coral Triangle—the “Amazon

overfishing, scientists predict that the world’s coral reefs may

of the sea.” With more invertebrate species than anywhere else

cease to function as ecological wellsprings for marine life by the

on the planet and nearly four thousand species of fish, this

end of this century. Indonesia’s share of the Coral Triangle—

exceptional region provides food, livelihoods, coastal protec-

with greater biodiversity, health, and resilience than any other

tion, and joy to nearly 400 million people across six countries.

reef system on Earth—may be the last bastion of hope for a

Indonesia’s archipelago of over seventeen thousand islands is

future with healthy oceans.

a keystone for this rich ecosystem, with the health of its human
population directly linked to that of the reef. Yet today it faces
unprecedented threats.

Confluence (Our Changing Seas V) pays homage to Indonesia’s
coral reefs and the value they provide to Indonesians and
the world. I hope that the idea of creating such a monumen-

Corals are so sensitive that the slightest change to the tem-

tal, intricately hand-detailed ceramic coral reef sculptural in-

perature or chemistry of surrounding seawater can cause rapid

stallation inspires a sense of excitement in viewers about the
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connections we share to reefs while empowering individuals
and policymakers to act to conserve.
It feels essential that the medium of this work be ceramic, as
calcium carbonate is both a common ingredient in clay and
glaze materials and the substance precipitated by reef-building
corals to form their stony skeletons. Not only does the chemical
structure of my work parallel that of a natural reef, but brittle
porcelain anemone tentacles and stoneware coral branches break easily if improperly handled, similar to the delicate

Toward the edges and tail of the swirling constellation, corals
sicken and bleach, exposing their sterile white skeletons—a
specter of what could be lost from climate change. Yet at its
heart the reef remains healthy, resilient, and harmonious.
It is possible for coral reefs to recover even from the point
of bleaching if we unite and act quickly enough to decrease
the threats we impose. Perhaps if more people appreciate
Indonesia’s spectacular reefs, we will act more wholeheartedly
to preserve them for future generations.

bodies of living reef organisms. Using simple tools like chopsticks and paintbrushes, I enjoy feeling like a coral, patiently
and methodically constructing large, delicate, stony structures
that can change an ecosystem.
This site-specific installation celebrates the fragile beauty, diversity, and value of Indonesia’s vibrant reefs while highlighting the human-caused threats they face. Corals, anemones,
sponges, and other reef-dwelling invertebrates coalesce into
a cyclone-like spiral with colorful healthy corals at the eye of

Courtney Mattison creates intricately detailed ceramic sculptural
works inspired by the fragile beauty of coral reefs and the humancaused threats they face. Her work raises awareness for the
protection of our blue planet, urging policy makers and the public
to conserve our changing seas. Her work has been exhibited at
prominent venues including the U.S. Department of Commerce
headquarters, the American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS), the Whatcom Museum, and the Virginia Museum of
Contemporary Art. See more at: https://courtneymattison.com/

the storm, their tentacles and branches dancing in the current.
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BROKEN MODELS
JENNIFER STEENSMA HOAG

Rachel Poliquin, in her 2012 book, The Breathless Zoo, writes
that “taxidermy is deeply marked by human longing,” revealing
our hopes and dreams about our place in the natural world.
Natural history dioramas present a carefully constructed, perfectly encapsulated and controlled experience of nature, revealing as much about humanity as about the nature depicted.
For my recent series, Broken Models, I negotiated access to
photograph dioramas in various stages of being decommissioned. Using these fictional spaces to create imaginary scenes
of my own, I introduced a worker wearing a white Hazmat suit,
making notes of his observations. While the worker’s tasks are
unidentified, the series suggests a scientific method of understanding and quantifying our experience of nature. The white
Hazmat suit was an aesthetic choice for these dimly lit interiors; however, it was intentionally chosen to evoke images of
advanced technology labs where the environment needs to be
protected from the worker. The series title, Broken Models,

refers to the deteriorating dioramas I photographed and to
our failed construct of the environment as one of inexhaustible resources and the resiliency to accommodate, unchanged
to our abuses.

Jennifer Steensma Hoag is a conceptual artist working primarily in
photography and video and a professor in the Department of Art &
Art History at Calvin College in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Awards for
her artwork include an artist in residence with The Center for Land
Use Interpretation, a Calvin Research Fellowship, and a Community
Giving Program Grant from the Target Corporation. Hoag’s
photographs have been exhibited at universities and art centers
across the country and her photography series, “The Nature of
Invasion” was featured in The Society for Photographic Education’s
journal, Exposure, and online in Drain—Journal of Contemporary
Art & Culture. Hoag’s video work has been screened at the 5th
Cairo Video Festival by Medrar for Contemporary Art in Egypt and
exhibited across the United States in many group and solo shows.
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Broken Models 7, Jennifer Steensma Hoag
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Broken Models 3, Jennifer Steensma Hoag
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YOU ARE A TENDER
HISTORY OF ICE
KATIE IONE CRANEY

Note: Katie Ione Craney’s images, described below, will be found
interspersed among the pages of “If Your House Is on Fire,” Mary
DeMocker’s interview with Kathleen Dean Moore, in this issue of
Minding Nature.

TITLES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF WORKS SUBMITTED:

Walking out our front door is like stepping in. I’m constantly

fur, and encaustic on scrap metal; 2018.

reminded, and overwhelmed, by the abundance of this glacially
carved valley. We share our evenings with moose and brown
bear casually walking through the yard. Eagles soar high overhead; varied thrushes remind us we made it through another
winter. The vibrant hues of blueberries, cranberries, and
salmon fill our shelves and freezers. We bring outside in. We
share this bounty with friends and family and rejoice in how
lucky we are to have such delicacies. We hardly know our own
good fortune until we leave home to visit other places, and then
we are fully reminded of the gift of good land—reminded to
listen, practice patience, honor tradition and culture, and pay
close attention to the interwoven connections of this place.

SACRIFICE ZONE

Found salmon gill plate and fin bones, found moose tooth and

The Chilkat Valley, where I live in Southeast Alaska, is experiencing a series of cumulative impacts that, in turn are
affecting our waterways, our deeply rooted traditions, and
our way of life. A proposed large-scale copper and zinc mine
has been exploring and drilling test holes near a tributary of
the Chilkat River—Chilkat in the Tlingit language translates
to “salmon storehouse,” as it hosts all five species of Pacific
salmon. Meanwhile, thirteen thousand acres of University of
Alaska owned land, much of it right along the river corridor,
was abruptly offered to the timber industry for clear-cut.

In my work, I reflect on loss, memory, rebound, and change,

“WITH IT, WE ARE JOINED, AND CONTINUE,” FOR
JOAN NAVIYUK KANE

as well as long distances, the unknown, and unpredictability.

Photographs, blueberry-dyed gauze and paper, fish leather,

I pay close attention to materials and application by layering
encaustic wax, silver leaf, tissue paper, line drawings, photo-

and encaustic on scrap metal; 2017.

graphs, found objects, and blueberry-dyed gauze to hand-cut

The title of this piece is from Joan Kane’s poem “Anchorage,”

scrap metal. The juxtaposition between the ephemeral quality

in her book, The Cormorant Hunter’s Wife. While at the

of my subject matter and the longevity of human-made metal

University of Alaska-Fairbanks, I attended a reading by Joan.

offers a physical layer to the conceptual loss I’m interested in.

I hadn’t heard of her or her work. As she began to speak, the
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room fell silent; her presence and voice demanded all attention,
and her inflections and tone were haunting. I don’t remember
which poems she read that day, but when I read “Anchorage,”
I felt a similar presence. I was reminded of how difficult it is to
speak of loss and displacement, and to witness a place and its
people change and disappear.
YOU ARE A TENDER HISTORY OF ICE

Silver leaf, gauze, ink, pencil, found images, photographs, blueberry-dyed gauze, and encaustic on scrap metal; 2016.
Fifty hand-cut scrap metal plates, each plate 2.5 x 3 inches,
represent the long history humans have had with icescapes,
and that our lives as we know them depend on ice, whether we
realize it or not.
“THERE ARE MOMENTS THAT KEEP THEMSELVES
IN OUR MEMORIES,” FOR ERNESTINE
SAANAKALXT’ HAYES

Found images, silver leaf, photograph, gauze, and encaustic on
scrap metal; 2017.
How do we decide what to hold on to, or is it even our decision
to make? This piece is dedicated to Tlingit author and former
Alaska State Writer Laureate Ernestine Hayes, and includes

dedications to Alaskan women writers and storytellers, a solo
exhibition that is currently traveling in Alaska.
“There are moments that keep themselves in our memories,”
for Ernestine Saanakalxt’ Hayes, previously appeared in Dark
Mountain 13, April 2018.
A SERIES OF LANDFALLS #4

World War II military bandage, found images, gauze, Icelandic
Arctic cotton seed, and encaustic on scrap metal; 2017.
This piece is an accumulation of discovery. In September 2017,
I attended a month-long artist residency in northern Iceland,
where I witnessed striking similarities between the North
Atlantic and my home in Alaska: eider ducks, blueberries,
cotton grass, and the brilliance of September light fading into
winter, Aurora borealis and endless arctic skies.

Katie Ione Craney lives in a small town just over the mountains
from Glacier Bay National Park. Her work has been featured by the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, and
published in Alaska Women Speak, Artists and Climate Change,
Camas, Dark Mountain, and the Icelandic journal Iceview. She
recently attended artist residencies in Iceland and Denali National
Park. Learn more at: www.katieionecraney.com.

words from her book, The Toa of Raven. It is part of a series of
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If Your House Is on Fire:
Kathleen Dean Moore
on the Moral Urgency
of Climate Change
MARY DEMOCKER

I

first met nature writer and philosophy professor Kathleen
Dean Moore in 2004. I had already dog-eared my copy of
her first collection of essays, Riverwalking: Reflections

on Moving Water, when she came through town to read from
her next book, Holdfast: At Home in the Natural World.

working life that doesn’t at least try to make the world safe for
bog lilies and hooting owls and laughing children.”
Recently Moore examined the climate change debate and found
it long on science and short on principled reasons to do right by
the planet and its inhabitants. She and her colleague Michael P.

For three decades Moore taught philosophy in Oregon, raised

Nelson decided to ask a hundred visionaries whether humans

a son and daughter, and wrote books about the natural world,

have a moral obligation to act on behalf of future generations.

including The Pine Island Paradox and Wild Comfort. Her in-

Their responses became the seeds of the book Moral Ground:

timate connection with the wild led her to feel increasing alarm

Ethical Action for a Planet in Peril, which Moore co-edited

over its destruction, and when salmon began disappearing

with Nelson.

from the rivers, Moore started to question the role of the writer
in a wounded world.
Then one sentence from James Gustave Speth changed
her life. The former dean of Yale’s School of Forestry and

On a recent sunny morning Moore and I spoke about the twin
threats of climate change and corporate hegemony. Small and
fair-haired with bright blue eyes, Moore radiated quiet strength,
and she laughed often despite the gravity of her subject.

Environmental Studies opened a climate conference by saying,
“The only thing we have to do to be sure we will leave a ruined

◆◆◆

world for our children and our grandchildren is to do exactly

Mary DeMocker (MD): For Moral Ground you gathered tes-

what we are doing now.” Moore later wrote, “To imagine [my

timony from political and cultural leaders about our moral obli-

grandchildren] wandering, hungry, in a barren land changed

gations in the face of climate change. South African Archbishop

everything for me. I decided I would never do anything in my

Emeritus Desmond Tutu wrote the foreword. President Barack
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Obama and Sheila Watt-Cloutier, former chair of the Inuit
Circumpolar Council, made powerful arguments.
Kathleen Dean Moore (KMD): The strongest arguments in
the book are the ones based on justice. Desmond Tutu writes
with the moral authority of one who has worked steadfastly
against apartheid. It’s unjust, he argues, for some people to
bear the burden of others’ advantage. It’s unjust that people in
Africa—who don’t reap the “benefits” of the reckless burning of
fossil fuel—are suffering from droughts and crop shortages as
a result of the West’s consumption of oil. He knows from experience that it is possible to bring down entrenched institutions.
He says there should be worldwide outrage at the injustice of
climate change, as there was against apartheid.
Sheila Watt-Cloutier identifies climate change as a form of cultural aggression—people of one culture destroying the material basis of another. We’ve seen this story before in the United
States, when settlers killed the buffalo in order to kill buffalo-hunting Native Americans. And we’re seeing it again as the
rich nations create climatic conditions that are melting polar
ice. Because the Inuit culture is based on a cold climate, WattCloutier claims that her people have a right to ice. Those in
the far north are suffering the most from the disrupted climate,
even as the effects spread to the rest of the globe. Climate
change is damaging food supplies, spreading disease, and cre-

“Sacrifice Zone” by Katie Ione Craney

ating refugees, and it is poised to become the most massive
human rights violation the world has ever seen.
MD: Nobel Prize–winning climatologist Paul Crutzen proposes that the planet has entered a new geologic epoch he calls the

MD: Something really powerful must have driven us to behave
in ways so counter to our own interests. What was it?

“Anthropocene,” meaning the “era of man.” It is characterized,

KMD: We are the children of the Age of Enlightenment, and

he says, by mass extinction.

we have brought the world to the brink of ruin by acting under

KMD: It’s astonishing, isn’t it? Theologian Thomas Berry said,
“My generation has done what no previous generation could
do, because they lacked the technological power, and what
no future generation will be able to do, because the planet
will never again be so beautiful or abundant.” He points out
that the Cenozoic, the era we are leaving behind, was when
the Earth was at its “most lyrical,” when songbirds, flowering
plants, and the great families of mammals flourished. At this
peak of beauty and richness came humankind. We’re now estimated to be responsible for the extinction of one out of every
ten species that we know of and likely uncounted others that
we haven’t even identified yet. And we’re about to change even
the climate that sustains these lives and ours.

the delusion that humans are separate from the Earth, better
somehow, in control of it. We believe that humans are the only
creatures of spirit in a universe otherwise made up of stones
and insensate matter; that the non-human world was created
for us alone and derives all its value from its usefulness to humanity; that we are the masters of the universe. Because of our
technological prowess, we see ourselves as exceptions to the
rules that govern the “lower” forms of life. We believe we can
destroy our habitat without also destroying ourselves.
How could we be so tragically wrong?
We’re such a sophisticated species that we’ve even got words
for these delusions. Individualism means humans are essentially isolated rights holders, fully separate from one another

We believe we can destroy our habitat without also destroying

and always in conflict or competition with each other, even

ourselves. How could we be so tragically wrong?

though we are born into a family and the first thing we do is
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seek out another human. Then there’s dualism, which opens

exactly what we are doing We’re sacrificing what is big and per-

a deep crack down the center of creation: on one side are

manent to prolong what is small, temporary, and harmful. We’re

humans, who alone have spirit and value; on the other side is

sacrificing animals, peace, and children to retain wastefulness.”

the inanimate material world that was created solely to serve

So many of us wake up in the morning and eat a breakfast of

our needs.

food we don’t believe in and then drive a car we don’t believe

Human exceptionalism is the idea that we are special in some
way, able to exceed natural limits.
Ecological and evolutionary science tells us that this is false;
that humans are part of interconnected, interdependent
systems; that the thriving of the individual parts is necessary
for the thriving of the whole; and that we are created, defined,
and sustained by our relationships, both with each other and
with the natural world. If we come to understand that deeply,
we can invent new models of human goodness.
As I see it, cultural evolution is a series of experiments. We
test a worldview, and if it’s wrong, the world slaps us down.
Because humans are stubborn, we hold on to repudiated beliefs
for a couple of generations, but eventually we try something
new. We’ve been holding on for too long to a worldview that
allows us to think we are separate from the world, even as the
world is slapping us with evidence to the contrary. A new experiment may yet emerge. It needs to happen soon.
MD: [In 2011] you set out to articulate a new ethic, convening
an ad hoc brain trust of ecologists, philosophers, poets, theologians, social scientists, and musicians. Is having a new ethic
enough? I find it difficult to live by my chosen ethic within a
culture that still adheres to a destructive one.

in to a job we don’t believe in. We do things that we know are
wrong, day after day, just because that’s the way the system is set
up, and we think we have no choice. It’s soul devouring.
Deciding we won’t drive to that chain grocery store and buy
that imported pineapple is a path of liberation. Deciding to
walk to the farmers’ market and buy those fresh, local peas is
like spitting in the eye of the industries that would control us.
Every act of refusal is also an act of assent. Every time we say
no to consumer culture, we say yes to something more beautiful and sustaining. Life is not something we go through or that
happens to us; it’s something we create by our decisions. We
can drift through our lives, or we can use our time, our money,
and our strength to model behaviors we believe in, to say, “This
is who I am.”
MD: The major paradigm-changing social movements in
history—the civil-rights movement, the abolitionist movement, the independence movement in India—have mostly been
campaigns against oppression. Who are the oppressors in the
climate change movement?
KMD: Transnational petrochemical industries, their leaders,
their investors, and the politicians they control. For a long time
activists were unclear about this. The corporations were happy
to claim that they were simply responding to public demand.

KMD: If the culture forces us to live in ways we don’t believe

Only recently has it become clear how much corporations have

in, then we have to change the culture. Given the urgency of the

been manipulating public demand. They build and maintain

question, we may need to start with conscientious objection.

infrastructures that force consumers to use fossil fuels. They

There are things we must refuse to do, and there are costs for

convince politicians to kill or lethally underfund alternative

that refusal.

energy or transportation initiatives. They increase demand for

Many of us were alive when people said, “Hell, no” to an unjust
war in Vietnam. The question today is: Can we say, “Hell, no”
to an unjust economic system? Can we reclaim our humanity
from forces that would prefer us to be mindless consumers?
Every decision that we make—about where we find informa-

energy-intensive products through advertising. They create
confusion about the harmful effects of burning fossil fuels.
They influence elections to defang regulatory agencies that
would limit Big Oil’s power to impose risks and costs on others.
And, whenever possible, they work outside of democracies.

tion, where we get food, what we wear, how we make our living,

If you own stock in a petrochemical industry, you’ve got to

how we invest our time and our wealth, how we travel or keep

dump it. If you benefit from a fund that owns stock in a pet-

ourselves warm and sheltered—is an opportunity for us to

rochemical industry—a university fund, a retirement fund—

express our values both by saying yes to what we believe in and

you’ve got to insist they dump it. No excuses, no delays.

by saying no to what we don’t believe in.

MD: Part of me wonders why people even need to be con-

I love what Carl Safina, who writes about the ocean, says in Moral

vinced that we have a moral obligation to protect the future of

Ground: “We think we don’t want to sacrifice, but sacrifice is

our planet.
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“With It We Are Joined and Continue,” for Joan Naviyuk Kane, by Katie Ione Craney
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“You are a Tender History of Ice” by Katie Ione Craney

KMD: There’s a disconnect in our culture separating what

KMD: Historically that’s what human beings use to explore

people do from what they really care about. I love my children

our place in the world: we tell stories about it. Sometimes

and my grandchildren more than anything else. I care about

they’re scientific stories. Sometimes they’re philosophical

their future. I love this world with a passion. The thought that

stories. Sometimes they’re songs or movies. Sometimes they’re

we might be losing songbirds, trading them for something I

fables or morality tales. We need to tell new stories to describe

don’t care about at all, like running shoes, makes me angry.

who we are in relation to the land, to honor what’s been lost, to

And still I drive to the store and buy running shoes. I don’t

help us understand our kinships, to affirm what we care about,

think I am different from other people in this regard.
MD: Maybe we don’t destroy so willingly. I certainly feel forced
to in many ways.
KMD: It isn’t easy to change. Our choices are all tangled up
in nets of profit and entrenched patterns of environmental
destruction. But if we understand exactly how skillfully we
are manipulated, we’ll get angry, and that will motivate us to

to explore the difference between right and wrong, moral
and immoral.
MD: The word moral is a loaded one. Are you ever accused of
“moralizing” in your lectures and writing?
KMD: Moralizing is foisting your beliefs onto others without
using reason. That’s different from moral reasoning, which
is an essential social skill that we seem to have lost in all the

make changes.

shouting and piety on radio and television. Moral reasoning is

We are at a critical point. We have a very narrow window of

good or right, and then they back up their claims with reasons.

opportunity to get it right, and to get it right, we first have to
imagine a new world, story by story.
MD: These problems can be solved by stories?
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spend your whole life taking care of? What would you die for?”

or duty or morality—all those ethics words. It will talk about

Then we ask, “If you value this more than anything else, what

patriotism or competing with China or getting jobs or profiting

should you do? How might you make that value evident in your

from green energy—anything but ethics. That’s a terrible stra-

life?” It’s an invitation to a respectful dialogue in which both

tegic mistake.

sides listen and might even change their minds. In civil discourse you test your beliefs against experience—your own and
others’—and revise and improve them. Think of the conversations the Founders had about basic principles of human rights.
We can do that, too. We can talk reasonably about ethics.
MD: Does having a discourse in moral reasoning mean we

If you look at the times in American history when our society
changed directions, you’ll find that it was motivated by
moral principle. Think of the Declaration of lndependence,
a statement about the rights of human beings. Think of the
Emancipation Proclamation, a statement that slavery is wrong.
Think of the opposition to the Vietnam War. Think of the civil

need to listen to climate change deniers?

rights movement. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s dream was not of

KMD: No. Perhaps a scientific discourse would engage deniers

generations. The question isn’t whether we should talk about

in a debate about the facts, but a moral discourse isn’t about
science. It’s about right and wrong.
Debates about the causes of climate change have become
distractions. If your house is burning down, you don’t stand
around arguing about whether the fire was caused by human
or natural forces. You do what you can to put out the damn
fire. You throw everything at it, and then you hold your breath,

profits or material comfort; his dream was of justice for future
ethics; the question is whether we can achieve the necessary
rapid social change without talking about them.
MD: Do you think people have trouble directing their moral
outrage at the worst climate change offenders because they feel
culpable in the process themselves?
KMD: Yes, which is why the worst offenders are happy to im-

because there are people inside that house.

plicate and entangle us in every possible way and make us blame

MD: When it comes to getting people to change their behavior,

loose of that entanglement and never turn our rage against our-

is a moral argument the best approach? Why not a more pragmatic appeal?

ourselves for climate change. We have to do our best to shake
selves or allow self-criticism to dissipate our anger toward the
real culprits. Of course each of us should be using less oil. But

KMD: I believe that a moral argument is the most pragmatic
appeal, for several reasons.

when I hear people piously say, “We have met the enemy, and
he is us,” I say, bullshit. I didn’t cut corners and cause an oil
spill in the Gulf of Mexico. I didn’t do my best to undermine the

Number one: Moral arguments speak to all people. Economic
arguments speak only to a few. When Big Oil violates fundamental, universally agreed-upon principles of justice and

Environmental Protection Agency and every other agency that
might have limited fracking. I’m not lobbying Congress to open
oil drilling in the Arctic Ocean. I didn’t cut funding for alterna-

human rights, that’s something everyone can condemn.

tive energy sources. Big Oil is pouring billions of dollars into

Number two: Moral arguments are trump cards, whereas

what do we say? “Oh, I should be a more mindful consumer.” Of

economic arguments can always be overridden by matters of
principle. Yes, you might profit from keeping slaves, but it’s
wrong. Yes, you can profit from ruining children’s futures, but

shaping government policies and consumer preferences. And
course we should, but that’s only the beginning.
MD: Many of us are waiting until our lives feel less busy before

it’s wrong.

we jump into activism.

Number three: Moral arguments appeal to what is hopeful and

KMD: Yes, we are busy. Probably too busy to avert a planetary

good in the human spirit. God knows, we haven’t done well by

disaster that will have the effect of an asteroid impact: killing

appealing to, and even glorifying, self-interest.

off species, altering the climate, acidifying the oceans. Why are

We have a chance to focus on the ethics of affirmation. Who

change and other injustices would like very much for us to stay

are we, as human beings, when we are at our best? But envi-

busy. If we have to work two jobs to make a living, we‘re not

ronmental activists often dither about regulation, imposing

going to be out in the streets protesting. If we are preoccupied

limits and such. When the climate change movement frames

with other parts of our lives, our attention is drawn away from

arguments, it is generally careful not to talk about obligation

the practices that are destroying the foundation of those lives.

we so busy? Those who would prefer we not think about climate
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“There Are Moments That Keep Themselves in Our Memories,” for Ernestine Saanakalxt’ Hayes, by Katie Ione Craney

I used to think it was enough for all of us simply to live our

Yes, we have worked hard, but our successes depended on a

lives imaginatively and constructively. I don’t think that

stable climate, temperate weather, abundant food, cheap fuel,

anymore. I think we have to find the time to be politically

and a sturdy government—all advantages that our children and

active. I don’t want to cut anybody any slack on that. Are we

grandchildren will not have if we don’t act.

going to let it all slip away—all those billions of years it took
to evolve the song in a frog’s throat or the stripe in a lily—
because we’re too busy?

We elders are at the peak of our ability to help. We have a wealth
of experience. Many of us have sufficient income. And we have
that huge commodity: time. Most of all we have a ferocious love

The glory of the universe, whether it comes from God or

for our grandchildren. Wouldn’t that love make us want to leave

nature, has a value beyond its usefulness to humans. No matter

them the legacy of a beautiful world? To turn away from that

if you’re a member of a church or not, you can appreciate that

into a kind of grouchy selfishness strikes me as tragic.

glory, which calls us to action.

If your granddaughter has asthma because there is dust in the

MD: You say you’ve become a “ferocious grandmother.” What

air, get out in the street and demand clean air. If your grandson

does that mean to you?

is not learning well because there are toxins in the water, you

KMD: I agree with what my book’s coeditor, Michael P.
Nelson, says about getting older. He doesn’t want to hear
anymore about retirees being entitled to year-round perfect
weather, an annual trip to Las Vegas, low taxes, easy Sunday

should be at the city council meeting. Their parents are busy
making a home for these children, but you have the time and
the ability to make a difference in their future. To love someone
is to have a sacred obligation to protect them.

crosswords, and reduced greens fees. Retired people often feel

MD: Most parents I know are worried about the environment,

that, since they’ve worked all their lives, the world owes them

but they have difficulty shrinking their family’s carbon foot-

a rest. That’s outrageous. Old age is precisely when we need to

print without depriving their children of various activities and

pay the world back.

comforts. What can you say to them?
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“A Series of Landfalls #4” by Katie Ione Craney

KMD: Parents have a parental duty to be clear about what

just ironic; it’s reprehensible. These children who will never

their children need. Most important is a future. We’ve got to re-

know even the short-term benefits of misusing fossil fuels are

member that the next generation will have to live in whatever is

the ones who will suffer the most as seas rise, as fires scorch

left of the world after we get done with it. We are planting time

croplands, as tropical diseases spread north, as famine comes

bombs around our own children: toxins in the water, radio-

to lands that were once abundant.

active waste in leaking tanks, acid in the oceans, and climate
chaos. And we’re too busy to protest because we have to buy the
kids the right kind of shoes for the soccer tournament? What
kind of love is that?

MD: What changes to the political system would help in the
fight against climate change?
KMD: We need to get the money out of politics so we can be

MD: Tomorrow I’ll drive three hours to my child’s soccer tournament on the other side of the Cascade Mountains.

a democracy again. Plato had it figured, way back in ancient
Greece, that every democracy eventually becomes a plutocracy—a government by the rich—because you can always buy

KMD: I’m sorry my answer can’t be more gentle, but we

votes. And every plutocracy devolves into anarchy, because

are harming our children even as we believe we are provid-

poor people will only put up with so much. The United States

ing for them.

has clearly moved into the plutocratic stage. The question is,

It’s ironic and tragic that the amassing of material wealth in the
name of our children’s future is precisely what will devastate

can we return to a democracy, or will we devolve into anarchy?
It’s that serious.

their future. Consider the poisonous chemicals in the plastic

Most of us are so deeply disgusted by the actions of corpora-

car seat, the pesticide on the fruit, the coal company stock in

tions and politicians that we have trouble imagining how they

the college investment portfolio, the carbon load of the soccer

might actually serve the public good. So let’s work on reimag-

tournament. But that’s not the worst of it. The harm that our

ining corporations and democracy. If corporations are going

decisions will do to the children who are not privileged isn’t

to be treated as persons, fine. I’m all for it. But persons need
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to conform to standards of right and wrong in their behavior.

function of art. The philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche wrote, “We

When they fail to do that, they are stripped of their rights. Let’s

have art in order not to die of the truth.” Can we turn our grief

imagine a corporation that can go to jail. Let’s imagine a de-

toward positive action? We need creative ways to acknowledge

mocracy where elections are publicly funded, and all politi-

loss and extinction. If there are trucks going down the road in

cians get is a decent salary and the public’s respect for doing a

the countryside pouring poisons on wildflowers, there ought to

good job of governing. Just imagine!

be a hearse following them and a string of cars with their lights

MD: You mention enlisting the aid of religions, but you’re not
a believer. You describe yourself as a “sacred secularist.” What
does that mean?
KMD: It means that I believe the world is extraordinary and
mysterious, beautiful beyond human imagining and grand
beyond human measure, worthy of reverence and awe. The
word we have for something like that is sacred. You don’t have
to believe in God to know that when you go out the door in
the morning, you walk on sacred ground. A friend from New
Zealand who had never seen a rufous hummingbird once said

on to acknowledge the deaths. If construction crews are bulldozing a marsh for a parking lot, there should be a choir there
singing a requiem. If you poison your lawn, you should post a
sign that says, “Not safe for children and animals.” At the site
of every clear-cut there should be a little shrine like the ones
families put up for a young person killed in a car wreck. Erect
wooden crosses on stumps. Organize people to wear black and
to stand along the line the seas will reach in 2050.
MD: Do you imagine this as a kind of grieving or as a political protest?

to me, “That’s the kind of creature that makes you believe in

KMD: Both. I was in Laramie, Wyoming, in 1998 when

God.” And I said, “Or that’s the kind of creature that makes

Matthew Shepard, a young gay man, was murdered in a

you believe we can’t let this world slip away.” If God doesn’t

vicious hate crime. The University of Wyoming homecoming

have his eye on the sparrow, somebody else had better, and

parade that year turned into an outlet for grief and outrage.

that somebody is us.

After the marching band and the girls on horseback went by,

MD: I once heard you read “The Call to Forgiveness at the
End of the Day,” your piece in Moral Ground written from the
perspective of an imagined future in 2025, after you have witnessed the extinction of songbirds, bats, frogs, and salmon. In
it you wonder how your grandchildren can forgive you for not
acting fast enough to save these beautiful creatures. After you
finished reading, the audience sat in stunned silence. Is this the
reaction you hope for?
KMD: Yes and no. I don’t pretend to know what a writer’s duty
is in these times. And nobody wants to write something that
breaks people’s hearts. But I did want to help others see one

people poured off the curbs and marched, crying and shouting, through town. The community was profoundly changed.
People in the Middle East have taught the world how quickly
a funeral procession can become a political protest. In the
United States, civil rights activists showed that people walking
out of a church holding hands and singing can be a powerful
political statement.
MD: My friends often say they don’t want to give fear or negativity too much of their energy. Our culture’s desire to focus on
the positive is a pretty serious roadblock for activists wanting
to confront these issues.

possible future, a world without owl calls and frog song. If we

KMD: Yes, and if I were an oil company CEO, I would take

can’t imagine what probably lies ahead, how will we gather the

heart in that. I would design strategies that build on that aver-

courage to turn in a different direction? Maybe more writers

sion to what is unpleasant or horrifying or sad. If you give

should tell stories about possible futures, the beautiful ones

people a chance to turn away, they will. If you give them a dis-

and the ones that will break our hearts. It’s cowardly to shy

traction, they will take it.

away from sad stories. As songwriter Leonard Cohen says,
even when our hearts are broken, we have to sing the “broken
hallelujah.”
MD: Can’t thoughts of devastation also paralyze?
KMD: Our civilization has rituals that help us draw strength

Let’s face it: our culture is hooked on cheap oil and consumer goods, and we exhibit all the self-destructive behaviors of
addicts. We devote our days to the pursuit of the next hit. We
have developed enabling behaviors to allow our addictions to
go unchallenged, to deny that they do any harm.

from grief, get our courage back, and continue forward. Maybe

I think the addiction to consumer goods is a response to

that’s the primary function of religion. Surely it’s an important

the loss of community, self-sufficiency, meaningful work,
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neighborly love, and hope. When these things are taken from
us, we look for the cheap fix, which is turning out to be very
expensive indeed.

I’ve ever been so happy. That type of immersion in the world is
a lesson in responsible caring. We can find the ongoing strength
to do this work if we keep in mind that it is powered by love.

MD: You and your students have a “hope-o-meter” for the
future of the Earth, with a one meaning very little hope and
a ten meaning no worries. Where are you on your hopeo-meter now?
KMD: Honestly? I’m about a one. I see feedback loops in the
natural world that are going to make climate change much
harder to address. As ice melts, it frees methane, a potent
greenhouse gas. As forests are destroyed, they release carbon
dioxide. By every measure global warming is increasing more
rapidly than the most horrifying predictions of the past. And I
can see the political feedback mechanisms kicking in: the more
politicized the issue becomes, the more money will be thrown
into debating it instead of addressing the crisis. It will be hard
to get out of this one.
MD: So why do you try?
KMD: People tend to think that we have only two options:
hope or despair. But neither one is acceptable. Blind hope leads

Mary DeMocker’s book, The Parents’ Guide to Climate Revolution:
100 Ways to Build a Fossil-Free Future, Raise Empowered Kids, and
Still Get a Good Night’s Sleep (New World Library, 2018, foreword
by Bill McKibben), is a finalist for the 2019 Oregon Book Award and
has been featured on Yale Climate Connections and recommended
in The New York Times. DeMocker has written about climate justice
for The Sun, Spirituality & Health, The Oregonian, and Common
Dreams. For more information, visit marydemocker.com.

Kathleen Dean Moore is an environmental philosopher and writer
whose recent work focuses on the moral urgency of climate action.
Her many books celebrate cultural and spiritual connections to wet,
wild places. Moore is the co-founder of the Spring Creek Project for
Ideas, Nature, and the Written Word. She formerly held the position
of Distinguished Professor of Philosophy at OSU. She is currently
engaged in full-time work on the climate emergency.

Reprinted with permission from The Sun, where this interview
appeared in December, 2012.

to moral complacency: things will get better, so why should I
put myself out? Despair leads to moral abdication: things will
get worse no matter what I do, so why should I put myself out?
But between hope and despair is the broad territory of moral
integrity—a match between what you believe and what you do.
You act lovingly toward your children because you love them.
You live simply because you believe in taking only your fair
share. You do what’s right because it’s right, not because you
will gain from it.
There is freedom in that. There is joy in that. And, ultimately,
there is social change in that. That’s the way we respond to a
lack of hope. A person could be at zero on the hope-o-meter
and still do great, joyous work. Even—especially—in desperate
times, we can make our lives into works of art that embody our
deepest values. The ways of life that are most destructive to the
world often turn out to be the ones that are also most destructive to the human spirit. So, although environmental emergencies call on us to change, they don’t call on us to give up what
we value most. They encourage us to exercise our moral imagination and to invent new ways of lifting the human spirit and
help biological and cultural communities thrive.
Over the weekend I sat for an hour in a warm pond in beautiful
sunshine with my one-year-old grandson on my lap, splashing
and scooping. I’ve never seen a child so happy. I don’t know if
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Common Ground
LAURA GRACE WELDON

What’s incomplete in me seeks refuge
in blackberry bramble and beech trees,
where creatures live without dogma
and water moves in patterns
more ancient than philosophy.
I stand still, child eavesdropping on her elders.
I don’t speak the language
but my body translates as best it can,
wakening skin and gut, summoning
the long kinship we share with everything.
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Clarion Reminder
LAURA GRACE WELDON

The powerful provoke the powerless
to push against one another.
Their power grows by keeping us
in all kinds of prisons.

Yet we are not powerless.

Remember the black bear
roaming Clarion County, Pennsylvania,
its head trapped a month or more
in a metal-ringed pail.

Remember those who chased it for hours,
grabbed it in a perilous embrace,
carefully sawed loose those tight bonds.

Imagine what they felt as the bear
ran free into the woods.

Imagine too, the bear.
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How To Soothe
LAURA GRACE WELDON

When babies cried
my father picked them up,
politely, as if to apologize
for their locomotion issues,
then stepped outside.
He named trees, birds, rain.
“This is grass,” he’d say.
“In no time at all
you’ll be running on it.”
Babies calmed at once,
eyes wide, awake
to the planet’s glories.

I learned from my father
it’s a matter of walking
inside to out
with someone capable
of truly seeing.
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Weed I Won’t Pull
LAURA GRACE WELDON

Some hardship curved it into
a green ampersand. Tendrils sprout
along a resolute stem.

I want to lean close, ask
for some photoautotrophic wisdom.

Listen to the soil’s bacterial choir.

Convert to the worship
plants have practiced since the Beginning.
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Compost Happens
LAURA GRACE WELDON

Nature teaches nothing is lost.
It’s transmuted.

Spread between rows of beans,
last year’s rusty leaves tamp down weeds.
Coffee grounds and banana peels
foster rose blooms. Bread crumbs
scattered for birds become song.
Leftovers offered to chickens come back
as eggs, yolks sunrise orange.
Broccoli stems and bruised apples
fed to cows return as milk steaming in the pail,
as patties steaming in the pasture.

Surely our shame and sorrow
also return,
composted by years
into something generative as wisdom.
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Inside Out
LAURA GRACE WELDON

Only by snapping open scarlet runner bean pods
do we see they are lined with fuzz, shaped
to each vividly hued bean
like a viola case to its instrument.
Only by slicing open a trout
are its bones revealed, lined up like pews
facing the back of a moving church,
its scripture stories of what came before.
We see stars only in the darkness,
feed a flame only by burning,
fuel our bodies only with what lived.
You’d think we’d see a pattern,
yet are surprised when loss
tilts our world, lifestream
into waterfall. We’re told grief
ebbs, when all we want to do
is bring sorrow’s fullness
out in the sun’s cleansing light.
Lay it on the rocks.
Let it air.

Laura Grace Weldon is the author of the poetry collections Blackbird
(Grayson Books, 2019) and Tending (Aldrich Press, 2013), as well as a
handbook of alternative education titled Free Range Learning (Hohm
Press, 2010). Laura’s background includes teaching nonviolence,
writing collaborative poetry with nursing home residents, and
facilitating support groups for abuse survivors. She works as a book
editor and also teaches writing workshops. Her poetry appears in
such places as Verse Daily, J Journal, Neurology, and Penman Review.
Her creative nonfiction appears in such places as Wired, Christian
Science Monitor, and Praxis.. She lives on a small Ohio farm. Connect
with her at lauragraceweldon.com or @earnestdrollery on Twitter.
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Timefulness: A Geologist’s
Story—Interview with
Marcia Bjornerud
ANJA CLAUS

G

eologist Marcia Bjornerud’s latest book, Timefulness:
How Thinking Like a Geologist Can Help Save the
World, can easily capture your inner philosopher,

scientist, activist, and writer. When I received this book from
Princeton University Press, I was immediately intrigued by the
book’s cover. I’ve always been fascinated by ideas that neces-

sarily mix up life’s ingredients into creative nature stories, and
this book does just that. The choice of title and cover design
(with its elegant series of mineralogy lithographs) offers clues
to the layered Earth-story within: unwrapping the scientific
ways of knowing our home’s deep planetary history; how we
humans have come to discover these stories; how knowing
them can re-educate us and thus drive us to become better citizens as part of the whole community of life.
Bjornerud’s title, Timefulness, intrigued me as a grander understanding of our current temporal limitations. The subtitle,
“Thinking Like a Geologist Can Help Save the World,” shares
how looking into the deep time of Earth’s rocks breaks open
an opportunity for us to become more aware of the damage we
have done while concurrently offering hope. Bjornerud offers
tips on re-imagining how we can comprehend our humanness
on this planet by coming to re-know ourselves as Earthlings.
Marcia Bjornerud’s Earth story elaborates this interweaving of
a deep past with a deeper future and explores how we might
expand our human sense of temporal directions in order to
arrive at some meaningful place of resilience.
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Anja Claus (AC): In Timefulness, you breathed great life into
this magical story of rocks; that’s a big feat in our flashy, fastpaced, capitalist culture.
Marcia Bjornerud (MB): In most people’s minds rocks are
dumb, mute, and dull perhaps. So I tried to bring them back to
life and share the stories that they have to tell us.
AC: In a way, your book is a storytelling of Earth—Earth’s past
but also its now. You say in your book, “The dramatic narratives of the geologic past are perfectly suited to the human appetite for storytelling.” Why do you think that? What is it that
makes for such good storytelling?
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“The Earth is Always Changing” by Sofia Jain-Schlaepfer

MB: I’m positioning the idea of storytelling in contrast to the

Earth’s story lies in the gradually unfolding, interwoven,

physical, pure sciences of physics and chemistry, which are of

rhythms of its many movements, with short motifs scam-

course important fields—and I am partly trained myself as a

pering over tones that resonate across the entire span of

physicist. But what’s lacking in them is this sense of narrative

the planet’s history. We are learning that the tempo of

arc. The triumph of physics is that it has distilled out these uni-

many geologic processes is not quite as larghissimo as

versal, timeless laws and rules. But if something is timeless,

once thought; mountains grow at rates that can now be

there’s no story to really tell. There’s no character development.

measured in real time, and the quickening pace of the

Earth as a whole system has had a very interesting series of
personalities, in a sense. It’s had a childhood, an adolescence,

climate system is surprising even for those have studied
it for decades.

a middle-age. It’s seen cataclysm and wonderful, bountiful

Where do all these beautiful, luscious expressions come from—

times as well. So that’s what I mean. That there are stories in

are you a writer as well as a geographer?

the natural world, and they match our appetite for seeing how
things unfold. I think that’s the way to draw people in: Tell
these Earth stories, develop some kind of relationship with the
protagonist, and they’re hooked.

MB: Well, for the musical ones, I have to partly give credit to
Lawrence University itself. We have a Conservatory of Music
here, so music is in the air all the time. We have music students coming into our geology classes and so some of the met-

AC: You used wonderful linguistic expressions of analogies,

aphors I use were consciously developed in my teaching, to try

metaphors, and similes quite a bit throughout your book. For

to show connections between music and science. And then in

example, you share a metaphor within a larger analogy, high-

other cases, it’s just desperation. “How do I explain this rather

lighting the essentialness of time in life’s symphony:

complicated, arcane thing in a way that students can grasp?”

Timefulness includes a feeling for distances and proximi-

And I do believe that almost anything—even very complex,

ties in the geography of deep time. Focusing simply on the

subtle ideas—can be explained at some more accessible level,

age of the Earth is like describing a symphony in terms

usually through metaphor. And although the metaphor may

of its total measure count. Without time, a symphony

not be perfect, it can get people on board, provide a framework

is a heap of sounds; the duration of notes and re-occur-

for understanding that can then be built upon. So I’m pretty

rence of themes gives it shape. Similarly, the grandeur of

shameless, especially with anthropomorphic metaphors.
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“Rocks as Verbs” by Sofia Jain-Schlaepfer

We’re often told as scientists not to anthropomorphize nature,

Little by little, over more than two centuries, the local stories

but we are part of nature—so why wouldn’t we see ourselves

told by rocks in all parts of the world have been stitched to-

reflected in the natural world? Not everything is like us, but

gether in a great global tapestry—the geologic timescale.

we came from the natural world, so of course we see echoes of
ourselves in everything. And I think it’s okay, at least to initially get people engaged in the topic. We have no option. We’re
deeply embedded in nature.
AC: Another interesting grammatical tool you use is turning
the verb/noun relationship on its head. You understand rocks
as verbs and not as nouns.
Early in an introductory geology course, one begins to understand that rocks are not nouns but verbs—visible evidence of
processes: a volcanic eruption, the accretion of a coral reef,

What do you mean by this?
MB: People think that rocks just are. But every rock had to
come into being in some way. And so very literally geologists
see rocks as emerging, as changing. When I see limestone, I see
a coral reef that grew over time. Or when I see a granitic rock,
I see a volcanic system that formed as plates moved, melting
happened, and magmas formed. So that really is at the essence
of geologic thinking. Recognizing these seemingly inert objects
as records of events. So they really are verbs, I would assert.

the growth of a mountain belt. Everywhere one looks, rocks

AC: I have been lucky enough to get to know member of the

bear witness to events that unfold over long stretches of time.

Citizen Potawatomi Nation and botanist Robin Kimmerer,
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who wrote Braiding Sweetgrass among other things. Robin

I also meant it as a counterpoint to “timelessness,” which we

highlights the use of verbs versus nouns when speaking of

think of as this kind of ideal aspiration. We would like to think

nature in the Potawatomi language. I think the entire language

that things could be timeless and never-changing, when in fact

is very much a verb-based language. So it was interesting to

that’s a completely unrealizable goal and arguably a sterile

see a similar understanding and use of language coming from

concept anyway. Everything in Nature is full of the work of

a Western science perspective. I think using grammar of

time. Everything is evolving and changing, and our failure to

animacy is the right way of understanding and referring to the

embrace that causes all kinds of ills, ranging from neuroses

whole community of life.

about our own aging process to environmental problems that

MB: Well, I think it gets to the heart of part of our problems

think on decadal time scales and recognize the potential impli-

with interacting with nature. We treat nature as if it’s this
passive backdrop for us, when in fact it’s doing all kinds of
things all the time at different time scales. And our ignorance

could have been avoided if people just had had the capacity to
cations of our actions.
So the call for timefulness is to acknowledge that we are tem-

of that underlies so many environmental problems.

poral creatures, to learn something about the history of the

AC: I’m curious about your own sense of time, partly because

and with which we have evolved. And to learn to anticipate the

you seem to have been quite captivated by understanding
time when you were young. You start the book with a story
of being able to miss school because of the snowfall, and how
the snow accumulation had halted the human, day-to-day
concept of time.
MB: A snow day offers a kind of unexpected exemption from
everyday routine. It’s a moment for stepping outside your own
life and looking in. Yes, I do vividly remember one particular
snow day when I paged through our family’s world atlas and
discovered a time zone map showing an Arctic Archipelago,
Svalbard, that supposedly had “no official time.”

Earth and the environment in which we are deeply embedded
ways that our actions as humans, who are increasingly numerous, will interact with the unfolding natural processes in ways
that may not be what we would like them to be.
AC: You also speak of chronophobia: the idea that humans have
a fear of longer senses of time, both in the past and the future.
While we humans may never completely stop worrying
about time and learn to love it..., perhaps we can find a
middle ground between chronophobia and chronophilia,
and develop a habit of timefulness—a clear-eyed view of
our place in Time, both the past that came long before us
and the future that will elapse without us.

I was in the eighth grade then, an age where you’re kind of
aware that childhood is ending, adulthood is before you, and
standing uncertainly in the threshold between them. As I
thought about how to frame the book, that strong memory
seemed a natural entry point into a broader discussion of
time. In this book, I wanted to establish my credibility as a
human being and not just a scientist – as someone who personally struggles with the passage of time like everybody else,
and not someone who’s somehow just taking a purely scientific point of view.

MB: I think this fear has a number of origins. It’s rooted in
our own fear of mortality at a very personal level. It’s certainly
fueled by the demands of the capitalistic world we live in, where
short-term profit is the motive force for everything. And there’s
just very little incentive—certainly in the economic sector, and
increasingly in the political sector, either—for people to speak
and think on time scales of more than a couple of years. We are
so focused on immediate crises and political arguments that we
have lost the capacity to step back and take the long view. And
so that’s a kind of chronophobia, or time-avoidance that has

AC: Can you give us an annotated definition of “timefulness”?
How might this concept help improve our understanding of
ourselves and nature and our interconnections?

become endemic in our discourse—unfortunately.
And there’s no excuse for it. At this point we have the tools
to anticipate the consequences of our actions, but we are not

MB: It’s meant as a counterpoint to two things: First, timefulness sort of rhymes with “mindfulness,” the idea of being
present in the moment. This may be good practice for individuals in times of stress, but not so good for society. We are too

taking them seriously. Or we’re not taking action fast enough.
AC: You mentioned that in your day-to-day life, you have more
of a polytemporal way of thinking. Please tell us more about this.

myopically focused on the Now, ignorant of history and blind

MB: What I meant by “polytemporality” is more of a geological

to the future.

point of view. I walk into work every day, and I truly do see the
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landscape in four dimensions. I see rock outcrops and think of

working knowledge of the natural world. With luck they will

the shallow seas that were here 400 million years ago. I see the

have surrounded themselves with good advisors. But that’s a

river valley that is carved into clay left by a giant lake at the end

little bit scary to me.

of the Ice Age. My walk to campus is a walk through time as I
sense the lingering presence of the many different landscapes
that have existed at this place.

And so what we need is just a more broadly science-literate
citizenry, and a higher priority placed on Earth education. As
I mention in the book, it’s frustrating and confounding to me

And that’s at the heart of geologic thinking. Recognizing that

how geology just doesn’t get the attention or the prestige that’s

every landscape has been written over many times. Another

afforded to the other sciences. I think that it is arguable that

metaphor I often use in teaching is that of a “palimpsest” manuscript. It’s a term that’s used by medieval scholars to describe
a parchment that was written on and then—because parchment was an expensive thing to produce—often scraped and
then re-inked with a more recent text. But there would always
be vestigial remnants of the earlier text that were still there.
These days these older texts can be seen by x-ray and reconstructed. So that idea of a palimpsest text that’s been written
and erased many times over is the perfect way of describing
how a geologist sees the landscape. And in many cases, there
are many, many re-inkings that we can track.

if there is any science that every single child should be wellversed in, it would be Earth science, because they’re all going to
be Earthlings for their entire lives and will be very much affected by all kinds of Earth phenomena ranging from groundwater
to earthquakes and volcanic eruptions to climate change to soil
degradation.
But somehow these topics don’t quite have the cachet that the
purer sciences do—and then that’s reflected in our curricula and the kinds of programs that we encourage our best and
brightest students to go into. It’s really a shocking failure of our
educational system to prepare citizens who urgently need to

So that polytemporal point of view is the habit of mind that

know about these things.

I would call geologic thinking. But I think also many of us do

AC: This brings me back to this sense of aliveness about the

this in everyday life. As parents we can see our children as they
are today, but also remember vividly how they were when they
were younger, and at the same time imagine who they may
become. And I think that kind of thinking would be helpful to
adopt as a society. To understand where we’ve been, where are
we now, where are we going is a mindset that might do us good.
AC: One aspect I especially appreciate about your book is how
you dive into different themes that are impacted by polytemporal thinking—even governance and citizenship. What might
citizenship look like if we begin to think this way? And what
might be the policy and planning implications of a more polytemporal decision-making process?

Earth that you present in the book. You speak of all these changing processes over the last—I think it was 4.5 billion years—of
Earth’s story. And you speak to the change in chemical structures of the rocks, of the air, the tectonic plate movements, and
the overall pace of the planet; you speak of how the pace has
changed and how it keeps changing. And sometimes it’s a very
slow process. Sometimes it’s a very fast process. And most importantly these processes are interconnected and continually
influence each other. Through these planetary stories you show
just how unique planet Earth truly is—especially when compared to the other planets within our solar system. What came
to my mind as I read through your chapters is the somewhat
still popular Gaia theory that argues the Earth is very much

MB: Yes. I ventured there with some trepidation into social

alive. Do you see a connection between this theory and your

and political realms because I am just a geologist. I have no ex-

understanding of Earth and timefulness?

perience in the public sector, but as a citizen I feel it’s urgently
necessary for those of us who do have the scientific training to
try to share what the essential messages are, and the facts that
are just not getting through in our policy conversations. It’s
really disheartening how few members of Congress have any
scientific background. I don’t think they all need to be scientists, but I think at last count, there were maybe ten members
who could be considered scientists, and most of them are in

MB: I think the Gaia hypothesis is a really useful lens through
which to see the Earth. I’ve been in geology for more than
thirty years at this point and remember quite well when James
Lovelock introduced the idea of Gaia. I think William Golding,
the novelist, who was a neighbor of Lovelock, was the one who
suggested the name. And maybe it was too poetic for science
at the time.

the medical profession. Very few people with scientific back-

Interestingly though, in the subsequent decades since Gaia was

grounds are making a lot of decisions that require a pretty good

first posited, geologists have adopted some of the philosophy
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underlying it in terms of thinking of the Earth as a great bio-geo-

to protect in its own right. But I’m also a realist, and I think

chemical system, that is to some extent able to self-regulate

the real message, and the one that’s going to leverage change,

itself. For example, over geologic time it has kept ocean chem-

is that climate change is putting our own civilization at risk.

istry and the planetary temperature within certain bounds, in a

And I’m not thinking that there’s some single cataclysm, but

way similar to an organism maintaining its internal biochemis-

it’s going to be a slow and exorable grind as we face more and

try or body temperature. We can be out in the 15 below weather

more unexpectedly extreme weather events: longer and longer

today and still be at 98.6 degrees inside our bodies.

drought periods, dwindling water supplies in places that rely

So Gaia has crept into geology in the guise of what people
sometimes call bio-geochemistry or sometimes even geo-physiology. People rarely use the term “Gaia” in the scientific literature. But it certainly is true that Earth is a system of many
sub-systems that operate at many different scales, both spatial
and temporal, and that’s the challenge of studying the Earth.
It’s a giant big old complex thing. And the more we look, the
more complex it is, and the more awe-inspiring I would say it

on either glacier melt or snow melt for water, decreasing predictability of crop yields. All these things will be stresses on our
economic and social systems. And we’ll spend more and more
of our time and our collective investments mopping up after
disasters and bad crop years and have fewer resources to invest
in positive, constructive things.
Increasingly, when I speak to different groups, I emphasize how
economic systems really are averse to uncertainty. And that’s

is, as well.

really what climate change presents to us. We’re not exactly

So although we don’t often use the word “Gaia”—the idea that

be less and less able to predict what will happen because we’re

the Earth is in some sense a superorganism or at least something that’s more than the sum of its parts in being a complicated system of interacting systems has entered mainstream

sure what’s going to happen, but we know that we’re going to
entering territory we’ve never been in as human beings.
The Earth has seen very large climate fluctuations over time,

geological thinking.

but for most of that time, we weren’t around. As a society we

Regarding your comment about some geologic processes hap-

stant. Our infrastructure is built on that assumption.

pening very slowly and others very fast: There’s an irony that
for years and years geologists have had to be vigilant about
Young-Earthers and creationists—and so we’ve flogged people
over the head with the idea that the Earth is old and geological
processes are slow. Now we’re trying to change the narrative
to say, “Yes, mainly geological processes are slow, and yes, the
Earth is old, but sometimes things—like climate change—can
happen really fast as well.”
And that’s always been true, but I think we’ve been too emphatic about the slow part, and now we’re trying to turn public perceptions around, but that’s what is hard for people to swallow.
It’s comforting to think that the Earth is old and never-changing, and I think that’s part of the reason that some people are
slow to accept the idea of climate change. “Well, how could we
possibly affect something as big and old and slow as the Earth,”
is their skeptical response. We geologists have to claim some
responsibility for this public skepticism.

count on things like sea level or weather patterns staying con-

So I think, as much as I do think nature has its own rights and
should be protected for a variety of reasons, it may be the case
that the most potent arguments that we can advance are going
to be the economic ones. And as so often happens, whenever
there are stresses imposed on societies, it’s the poorest people
and the already marginalized ones who are going to bear the
brunt of those disruptive events. So it will only exacerbate the
inequalities we have in our society as well. That’s pretty gloomy.
AC: I would like to end this interview by sharing a hopeful note
that Marcia shares in the last pages of Timefulness:
If widely adopted, an attitude of timefulness could transform our relationships with nature, our fellow humans,
and ourselves. Recognizing that our personal and cultural
stories have always been embedded in larger, and longer—
and still elapsing—Earth stories might save us from environmental hubris. We might learn to place less value on

AC: Yes. Climate change. You touch on this subject in the
chapter on air, the changes in the air. What is the job of humans
at this point in the climate change process?

novelty and disruption, and develop respect for durability and resilience. Understanding how historical happenstance is written into each of our personal lives might
cause us to treat each other with more empathy. And a

MB: I think it’s mainly to save our own skins. I mean, I am an

timeful, polytemporal worldview might even make us less

ardent environmentalist, and I think nature is something to try

neurotic about the fact of our own mortality by shifting our
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focus from the finite length of our life to the rich anthology
of experiences that a lifetime represents.
Thank you so much, Marcia. Thank you for this book, for this
interview, and for taking the time to share your experiences
and thinking behind Timefulness; the book rocks.
◆◆◆
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Princeton University Press, an independent publisher that
brings scholarly ideas to the world and connects authors and
readers across spheres of knowledge to advance and enrich the
global conversation.

As Senior Editor of Minding Nature, Anja Claus manages the
publication of the journal. She also writes and searches out stories
that help us reimagine our relationship to each other and to planet
Earth as a whole. These stories range from deeper philosophical
concepts, to reflections of wider-ranging historical perspectives, to
the personal story within local places. Anja engages storytellers to
share their perspectives via the written word and through the arts.

Marcia Bjornerud is Professor of Geology and Environmental
Studies at Lawrence University in Appleton, Wisconsin. Bjornerud’s
research focuses on the physics of earthquakes and mountainbuilding, and she combines field-based studies of bedrock geology
with quantitative models of rock mechanics. She is a Fellow of the
Geological Society of America and was a Fulbright Senior Scholar
in Norway (2000–01) and New Zealand (2009). She is the author
of Timefulness: How Thinking Like a Geologist Can Help Save
the World as well as Reading the Rocks: The Autobiography of
the Earth.
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WALKING A PATH FOR HEALING
Orrin Williams

A Review of Leah Penniman, Farming While Black: Soul Fire Farm’s
Practical Guide to Liberation on the Land (White River Junction, VT:
Chelsea Green Publishing, 2018)

I was eight years old the first time I saw a farmer. I was traveling with my aunt to visit family in Kankakee County, Illinois,
when I saw an older black man plowing his field. He had a
steady-moving horse, and I remember watching him stride
alongside as this rich black dirt rose around them while they
moved together over the land. I was fascinated. It was the first
time I saw somebody in the field. Growing up in Englewood,
on the South Side of Chicago, I experienced growing food in a
different way; my family had a little garden in our backyard.
My grandparents were excellent victory gardeners during the
Second World War, so I was tuned into the legacy of working
with the land in our family. When I would visit my great-grandmother, who lived in Pensacola, Florida, I saw her raising
chickens and using the eggs. She was cooking fresh food all the
time. As Englewood started declining and land became vacant,
I thought about growing. There was all this land no one was
caring for. It felt like the most healing connection to make. I
knew nothing about urban agriculture, but it made sense from
the perspective of the land and community. Growing is just
part of the work I do today. It’s great if you can grow for yourself, but it’s a system that we have to deal with, and this system
is broken.

Penniman’s, leadership in transforming, reconnecting, and
healing our relationships to each other and the land.
My first inclination as I pondered what I would write about this
book was to offer superlatives. The book does indeed deserve
many superlatives, but I do not want the inclination to offer
them to take away from the book’s content.
Farming While Black is a comprehensive survey of farming
and the food system, and it will be on my bookshelf alongside
other books that have had a profound influence on my worldview. Farming While Black reflects virtually everything I have
learned and contemplated during my forty-plus years of work
in food systems regarding farming, food, eating, and indigenous/African culture.
The book focuses on how the growing and eating of food is essential for people of African descent in the United States and
indeed throughout the African diaspora in order to design
and develop a future rooted deeply in recovery, renewal, reconstruction, and regeneration. These are necessary and im-

That’s why I do the work I do in Chicago on food systems: to

portant processes required after the rigors and trauma of the

try to heal the system and our communities. And that’s why

Atlantic slave trade. They can also help us to recover from other

I value the book Farming While Black and its author, Leah

traumas that Africa has suffered—traumas that great African
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American scholars such as Chancellor Williams and Joseph

of land acquisition. This is certainly a black issue, but in my ex-

E. Harris remind us of in their important but little-known

perience, it is also an issue for anyone who has limited resourc-

works, Williams’s The Destruction of Black Civilization: Great

es. The chapter provides a concise guide to understanding the

Issues of a Race from 4,500 B.C. to 2,000 A.D. and Harris’s

legal, regulatory, and skills training that is fundamental to suc-

The African Presence in Asia and Africans and Their History.

cessful farming. The overview is relevant to land acquisition for

Both scholars tell us that the African continent has been under

farming, whether the farm will be in an urban or a rural com-

assault for several thousand years, impacted by events that

munity. One salient point is that in the context of black folks,

include the settlement of North Africa by Arabs, incursions

most land that is potentially available for farming is located

by the Persians, the Indian Ocean slave trade that predat-

in black communities—a legacy of segregation and public and

ed the Atlantic one, and of course, the colonial and neocolo-

private policies such as redlining, abandoned properties, and

nial periods.

the overall urban decline in Chicago, Detroit, and other cities.

These disruptions have wreaked havoc on the peoples of Africa

As I said, Farming While Black is a book for anyone—regard-

and the diaspora. While this history of African peoples is a monumental tragedy, there is indeed that proverbial silver lining.
As a scholar of African history and culture, what has always
resonated with me is the fact that African peoples have, like
any other culture, always been concerned with how their communities would be fed, sheltered, and defended. This process
is the foundation of cultural development, and Farming While
Black successfully transmits that cultural reality in the book.
In the spirit of our ancestors, it is time to come together as a
people to once again organize the institutions by which we feed,
clothe, and house ourselves while developing a biopsychosocial

less of their race, ethnicity, or gender—who is interested in
farming and feels the need to connect to land. However, I would
be remiss if I did not mention the particular importance of this
book for black farmers, given the notable and tragic loss of
black land—something one can uncover with a simple Internet
search. In terms of sheer volume, people of African descent assembled ownership of about fifteen million acres used principally for farming between 1865 and 1920, primarily in the southern United States. This accounted for about 14 percent of the
farmland in the country and represented the holdings of about
925,000 farms. Now there are only an estimated 45,000 black

culture that is health- and life-affirming for all beings.

farms remaining, which accounts for only about two percent

With that in mind, Farming While Black should be widely read

arable land in America, blacks own only about one million acres.

and will be a primer for anyone interested in farming, especially
on a small scale that integrates the principles of precautionary
and regenerative actions and practices. While the book focuses
on sharing the tools and knowledge necessary for healing the
land and community through farming, its themes also open the
question of global land reform and peasant movements—and,
to me, peasants are people that should be held in the highest
esteem; the term is not a pejorative. They feed us.

of American farms. Of the approximately one billion acres of
The black land loss phenomenon is due to a mix of circumstances too complex to go into here, so I encourage you to investigate
the processes involved in the tragedy yourself.1
That said, I would like to recommend that there be a national
commission formed with the requisite financing necessary to
develop a farm-to-table infrastructure that would use those one
million acres to fuel a system that would provide real food for
consumers. This program should include the design and devel-

Penniman’s book is a portal to transcendence and transforma-

opment of tools and equipment that are ecologically sound and

tion. For example, chapter one, “Finding Land and Resources,”

protect the lives of all beings. For example, it could catalyze the

not only lays out the value of land but also deals with the rigors

development of a fleet of electric transportation vehicles and
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Another portal to transformation is opened in chapter three,
“Honoring the Spirits of the Land.” From an ancestral perspective I can certainly appreciate the ceremonial and ritual aspects
that must be met in terms of farming and the sacred nature of
the land. In fact, for me, this entire planet is sacred ground.
The use of African-based spiritual systems is important and a
constant in my life. Yet the deeper manifestation to be gleaned
from Farming While Black is the recognition that anywhere in
the Americas, we must pay homage to the predominant group
of indigenous people embodied in tribal identifications—the
Hopi, Pottawatomi, Mayan, Blackfeet, and many others who
have occupied lands from the Arctic Circle to the southern
tip of South America. My indigenous brothers and sisters of
the Americas have endured much while being pushed off the
lands they stewarded for thousands of years. In the case of the
sovereign nations, they have also endured devastating population losses; I have seen estimates of a 90 percent population
decline, from in excess of ten million down to approximately
one million people. The total experience of the indigenous populations is another tragedy in the history of humankind.
The tragedies of the human experience—from slavery to genocide to colonialism and oppression—should influence the
formation of a new paradigm for interaction at every level of
human activity: economic, environmental, social, cultural, and
Orrin Williams and Leah Penniman

legal. In other words, what happens at Standing Rock or in the
Amazon rainforest is just as important to me as what happens
on the South or West Sides of Chicago, and I stand with the

eco-friendly warehouses. It would provide employment and

people of Appalachia and those in poor working-class white

food for those communities—like the black community—that

communities as well.

have limited access to food. Finally, it would greatly enhance
food security and shorten the food chain substantially, since
geographically most of the population of the United States
resides east of the Mississippi River, and this would be the
region served by it. This process is critical to making chapter

These collective communities form the basis of the human
community, and, with their unique cultures and food ways,
they form the customer base for farmers. There is a lot of real
food that can be grown.

two of Farming While Black, “Planning Your Farm Business,”

That leads me to a final portal in this exquisite book, food

feasible. Farmers need a food system and infrastructure, in-

heritage and culture, which is addressed in chapter twelve,

cluding consumers, to make their farms successful.

“Cooking and Preserving.” This is the final leg, if you will, in the
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development of a vibrant farming economy that would form
the foundation of a regenerative farming system. My research
into dietary guidelines indicates that few Americans eat the
recommended amount of fruits and vegetables. One source at
Live Science states that 87 percent of the U.S. population do
not eat the recommended amount of fruit, and 91 percent do
not eat the recommended amount of vegetables. This does not
bode well for the population’s health overall and may provide
a reason for its high rates of chronic and degenerative diseases like diabetes and cardiovascular disease. By any measure,
the social determinants of health in the black community are
woeful. This is not to say that any community or racial or
ethnic group fares well; in fact, the United States ranks thirty-seventh in overall health globally, despite spending more
on health care than any country. African Americans were 30
percent more likely than whites to die prematurely from heart
disease in 2010, and African American men are twice as likely
as whites to die prematurely from stroke. The U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention reports that nearly 44 percent
of African American men and 48 percent of African American
women have some form of cardiovascular disease. These
trends are consistent across an array of diseases. A component in many of these health disparities is diet and nutrition.
Therefore, solutions must be found, and culture is a critical

blueprint for African descendants to metaphorically send out a
band of people to follow a path that leads to healing and health,
through the field to the fork.
Farming While Black is for everyone; extrapolate the information and cultural references to your personal and familial
history, and let’s transcend and transform the current unsustainable food system. Thank you, Leah, for following in the
tradition of those ancestral mothers and grandmothers that
braided seeds into their hair, survived the Middle Passage, and
lay cultural roots for a food system and culture, then and now.
Photo credit: Kate Cummings

Orrin Williams is Food Systems Coordinator, UIC Chicago
Partnership for Health Promotion, University of Illinois Hospital and
Health Science Systems in Chicago.

NOTES
1. P. Daniel, Dispossession: Discrimination against African American Farmers in the Age of
Civil Rights (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2013), https://books.google.com/
books/about/Dispossession.html?id=SxHXYRMEhcMC&printsec=frontcover&source=kp_
read_button#v=onepage&q&f=false.
2. S. Wells, The Journey of Man: A Genetic Odyssey (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 2002). See also the National Geographic Society, “The Genographic Project,” https://
genographic.nationalgeographic.com/about/, accessed May 5, 2019.

component to reversing the trends by propelling a reconnection to whole food and cooking.
The corporate food system has radically changed the food
environment and thus the food culture not just for African
Americans but also for all Americans and in cultures globally. I
have heard it said that people should not eat anything that our
great grandmothers would not recognize. Let us stick to that
maxim and use Farming While Black as a guide.
Finally, I see Farming While Black in the same vein as I view
that band of people that walked out of Africa thousands of
years ago, eventually populating the planet and becoming
ancestors of us all. By some accounts, that band of Africans
may have saved humanity.2 Farming While Black provides a
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EXPLORING ARBOREALITY
Meribeth Deen

Review of Gary Paul Nabhan, Mesquite: An Arboreal Love Affair
(White River Junction, VT: Chelsea Green Publishing, 2018)

Metamorphosis is not a term typically associated with human
animals. As dramatic as such transformations are, the idea
that one of us might undergo the process of becoming, say,
a tree, stretches the boundaries of the word. Our differences go beyond mere appearances and nutritional preferences,
after all. This does not stop ecologist Gary Paul Nabhan from
attempting such a feat, after having fallen hopelessly in love
with the leguminous, desert-dwelling mesquite tree. His book,
Mesquite: An Arboreal Love Affair, documents the journey.
Nabhan’s focus on the mesquite tree may well have been lost
on me, who couldn’t spot a mesquite if I walked right into one
(it lives in the desert and has pods, right?). Yet the strong undercurrent of “arboreality” got my attention. Nabhan suggests
that most of us have never “fully seen, smelled, heard, tasted or
been touched by a tree.”
This idea is nearly as absurd as the human-tree metamorphosis, at least at first. What human has not climbed, sat on, sat
under, and touched a tree? We all recognize our dependence
on oxygen, a waste product of trees and other plants. Many
of us have even come to accept that trees communicate with,
even defend and support, others in their “communities.” Still,

we just might come to see that a tree is in fact “a sentient being
of consummate poise, sessile grace, and impeccable instincts.
It has the capacity to care for us, to love.”
And by the way, trees are sentient. Just ask a plant neurobiologist. Nabhan gives a nod to one, Stefano Mancuso, who
says that plants have senses analogous to all five of ours, plus
fifteen others. Mancuso says (to Michael Pollan, in the New
Yorker) that plants have millions of brains instead of just one.
A plant’s brains are found in its radicles, the parts from which
roots grow. Radicles can sense resources and danger; they can
compel the roots to grow toward nutrients; they can encourage
relationships with helpful microbes; and much more.1
Now back to Nabhan’s beloved and highly intelligent mesquite.
This tree, he says, is not simply coupled seamlessly with its
habitat; it responds to it. The tree and its environment are in a
lover’s dance, shaping one another with each step, but the mes-

we have hardly shaken the notion of them as hard and unfeel-

quite is not passive; it can decide which stimuli to pay attention

ing vehicles for carbon dioxide. They don’t move, see, smell, or

to and which to ignore. The mesquite can play dead, produce

hear. This will change, says Nabhan, if we dedicate ourselves to

self-healing resins, or send the ants who feast on its leaves to

uncovering their hidden attractions. If we do the work, he says,

attack a saw-wielding human.
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We see the impact of the mesquite’s decisions when we look

that they have a virtually inexhaustible supply of meristemat-

underground. Mesquite roots can travel both deep (in one case,

ic tissue that will allow them to propagate from the base.)

an astonishing 175 feet deep) and wide, seeking moisture wher-

Burning the trees proved equally useless (only a really hot

ever it might be found. These extraordinary roots attract fungi

fire that burns through the root system can kill a mesquite).

and bacteria, who tend to the soil by fixing nitrogen and in

Eventually, ranchers turned to herbicides, which were more

other ways. What’s more, mesquite roots hold on to moisture

effective killers of mesquites—and likely, of other life as well.

and assist in the building of “resource islands” in the desert. In
this way, mesquites “bring forth a world.”
This and much more about the mesquite largely escaped the
European-descended settlers of the Southwest. As one “cowgirl” told Nabhan, “When I was growing up... they poisoned
them trees. They dragged them down with chains running
between two bull-dozers, driving in tandem across the range.
They grubbed those suckers out of the ground until their roots
was upright, danglin’ in the dry air.”

Six or so decades and billions of dollars spent on chemical
weaponry has yet to eradicate the mesquite, but the trees are
not what they used to be. They are, for the most part, “squat
and spindly, unlike the giants of days gone by.” The Great
Mesquite Forest—which once covered more than seven square
miles along the Santa Cruz River and provided an “unparalleled avian habitat”—is a ghost of its former self.
“How much we understand or misunderstand the lives of these
plants matters very much, not just to the plants themselves but

Mesquite trees are thorny, and also not grass. That’s two good

also to critters like us,” writes Nabhan.

reasons for a rancher’s dislike of them. Unfortunately for the

Had the ranchers saved their money and taken some time to

ranchers, the density of mesquite trees increased in tandem
with the growth of the livestock industry in Texas, Arizona,
and New Mexico. It turns out that some breeds of livestock
were excellent propagators of mesquite seeds. Also, the effect
of grazing was the creation of loose, arid soils inhospitable to
grasses during times of drought or other environmental stress.
Such disturbances created conditions that allowed mesquite

understand mesquites, they might not have behaved so mindlessly. Mesquite, you see, was the main source of carbohydrates
and proteins for indigenous people living in what we now call
the desert borderlands. It also provided shelter, fuel, furniture,
sealants, charcoal, medicine... and a rich ecosystem.
Fortunately, as Nabhan demonstrates, perspectives on this

to move in.

pesky shrub are changing, and there’s something of a mes-

But there’s more to this story.

That revival may well have as many benefits for the ranch-

The ranchers, as Nabhan’s colleague Steve Archer explains,
killed the mesquite in an effort to create the kind of grasslands
they had seen in areas of high rainfall, but everything they did
just seemed to help the mesquite flourish. The lack of grass

quite revival happening, even among ranchers (at least a few).
ers as for the mesquites—at least, it seems that way on Ivan
Aguirre’s ranch.
Ivan recalls that under his father’s management of the ranch,
“there was not a single tree to block your view of the mountains,”

caused by the grazers meant fewer hot fires, which had pre-

but the land was too crippled to grow grass. Over the course of

viously kept the mesquite in check. The more mesquite grew,

a decade, and with the guidance of ecologist and rancher Allan

the less grass could grow (grass roots are shallower and can’t

Savory, Ivan brought his family ranch back to a place of pros-

compete for water). When the ranchers tried to clip the mes-

perity. Making friends of mesquite trees was a big part of that

quite down to nothing, the trees just grew back (Archer writes

process. Under his system of ranching, Ivan says his cattle act
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as a tool for regenerating the land: their dung attracts microbes
and insects which help with soil build-up under the mesquites.
In the off season, his cow-hands harvest mesquite pods and
grind them into flour, which sells at a premium, as it is known
to help fight adult-onset diabetes. The return of mule deer to
his land brings in revenue from game hunting. With these and
other new sources of revenue aided by the presence of mesquite trees, Ivan has managed to purchase adjacent rundown
properties. Clearly, there is a nice economic argument for mesquite in this story, but that’s not what it’s really about.
“Part of our role here on this planet is to generate riqueza,”
says Ivan. “How would you best say it in English? Richness?
Abundance? Diversity? We are put here to observe the natural
world and learn from its structure and vigor.”
You don’t need a degree in ecology for this. Nabhan would
argue that you don’t even need to finish high school. What you
need is to apprentice yourself to a tree—to fall in love with it
and learn to speak its language. In the process, you will notice
transformation, of yourself and of the world around you. “What
looks to be dead comes back to life, new inhabitants rise out of
the ashes.”
You might even find yourself sprouting a few extra limbs or
start to feel brains manifesting out of your feet. This metamorphosis thing might start to seem appealing, if not plausible.

Meribeth Deen is a recovering journalist enjoying life in the
temperate rainforest of the Pacific Northwest. She’s worked
for various public broadcasters, production companies and
publications. While her energies are currently focused on local
initiatives, Meribeth continues to write on her own website
(meribethdeen.com) and for her community’s newspaper. Her
best work can be found jumping on the trampoline and growing
in the garden.

NOTES
1. M. Pollan, “The Intelligent Plant,” The New Yorker, December 15, 2013,
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2013/12/23/the-intelligent-plant
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SEEING OURSELVES AS A PART OF NATURE: A
REFLECTION OF WIDE-EYED WONDERMENT
Audrey Robins

rather than embracing our tangled interdependence with the
living world. We have invented and reinvented the ways in which
this world can be utilized, building upon our new reality slowly
but surely. We have constructed behemoth cities, learned how
to create, prolong, and end life, and discovered ways to re-create
nature without the inconveniences that are part and parcel of it.
The innovation that has comforted us and assured us of our
power over the natural world is a large part of what has driven

In fall 2018 the Center for Humans and Nature continued its

us away from it. We have forgotten the gifts of nature, distract-

partnership with students from Loyola University Chicago asking

ing and distancing ourselves with all that we have created. We

them to respond to one of the Questions for a Resilient Future and

have become absorbed in our technologies, with the social

to share their visions of a culture of conservation.
This time around the Center worked with an interdisciplinary

media that was supposed to bring us closer, with the medical
advancements that allow us to pretend that we have some frac-

group of undergraduate students from the course, “Environmental

tion of control over our bodies and our mortality. We have as-

Sustainability.” They drew from the scholarship and ideas they

serted our dominance over all other living beings, defying the

explored during their environmental studies to develop responses

natural order through the commodification of natural resourc-

to our Question: “What happens when we see ourselves as separate

es and the industrialization of agriculture. In doing so, we have

from or as a part of nature?” We are excited to share Audrey
Robins’ winning response in this issue of Minding Nature.
We would like to thank Dr. Nancy Landrum from Loyola University
Chicago for making this collaboration possible. We hope you enjoy
these voices from the next generation of environmental scholars,

become self-absorbed, entitled to the world as though we don’t
share it with countless other forms of life.
We have even begun to forget the beauty of nature. We are
becoming disconnected; fewer people have the opportunity to

scientists, activists, and leaders.

experience nature as we move to cities by the thousands. There

Humans have been increasingly distancing themselves from

Most don’t even notice the need, the yearning for untouched

nature in the name of progress. We have separated ourselves
from the natural world as if we are not inherently a part of it.
We dream of designing a world apart that no longer relies on
nature. Is this because of an incessant need to prove to ourselves
that our existence is superior and meaningful? To show we have

is a void left in the human spirit when it is deprived of nature.
landscapes, for the wilderness that we may have never seen
with our own eyes, yet that we instinctively know lies waiting
for us. We taunt ourselves with the brief glimpses we spare for
the perfectly timed photo, fooling ourselves to believe that an
episode of a show on Animal Planet can reconnect us to the

an agency over our lives that other beasts can never possess?

vast landscapes. Even those among us who swear by the con-

We have been running toward the technological power of our

crete—finding comfort in the structures we have created for

species and away from the core of our existence, nature. We have

ourselves, architectural and otherwise—cannot help but feel a

separated ourselves from nature, built our walls, and proclaimed

small and wordless longing for more than the flash of natural

our dominion over all that the world could possibly offer.

and unabridged freedom felt on a long drive.

And where have our efforts left us? With a sense of loss and fore-

When we see ourselves as separate from nature, we deceive

boding, we seek solace in innovation, fabrication, and control

ourselves. We separate ourselves from nature, believing that
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there is an untouchable and natural hierarchy that we are not
only on top of but also above even participating in. What we
fail to realize is that we actively participate in nature every day.
Nature is an inherent part of our existence, shaping our interactions with one another and all other beings.

...we have become self-absorbed, entitled
to the world as though we don’t share it
with countless other forms of life.
The term “we” is, of course, broad and general. There are still
so many among us who are in tune with nature, with the world
around us as it truly is. There are still so many who see themselves as a part of nature and who turn to it for comfort, simplicity, and balance. The comfort we find in the natural world
is unmatched, and for those who lean into the call of the wild,
rather than running from it, there is immense peace.
Of course, recognizing that we are a part of nature doesn’t
require a daily ten-mile hike or a cabin in the woods. You can
live in the heart of a metropolis and be perfectly content with
the idea that we are still one and the same with nature. To do
so, we must simply recognize the role nature plays in every
moment of our everyday life. Nature effects every single aspect
of our lives. Without the resources found in nature’s bounty,
we could never have built our cities or fed our people.
However, this isn’t being a part of nature, but rather using
nature. Recognizing that we are a part of nature is recognizing that we have a responsibility to the planet. If we insist on
asserting our dominance over the planet, we cannot just take
from it, we must also give back. We must resist our incessant
absorption into all things LED and pixelated. We must unplug
ourselves every once in a while, redirecting our reverence back
toward the art happening all around us, in a natural world
curated with more complexity and wonder than special effects
technologies can match.
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When we tune back into nature, even if only for a short walk
down the street, we find ourselves serendipitously centered
within ourselves. It can be unnerving to realize that we are just
one small piece of the puzzle, while in the same breath, one can
very quickly find oneself falling down a rabbit hole of existentialism. You can easily get frazzled and maybe even feel personally responsible for finding a solution for pollution, climate
change, the drowning polar bears, all that humans have done
to disrespect our precious home. But being a part of nature is
to be wholly present in the moment. To accept the brevity and
slight irrelevance of the moment, as well as the inherent worth
of all the little moments happening all around. When we see
ourselves as a part of nature, we find joy and familiarity in the
patterns of the natural world—an absurd and contradictory
comfort in the fragility of existence—and cannot help but stare
wide-eyed in wonder at the perfection all around us.

Audrey Robins is a rising senior studying at Loyola University of
Chicago, majoring in Advocacy and Social Change within the
School of Communication. She is native to Carmel, Indiana and is an
avid roundabout enthusiast and a 2016 graduate of Indianapolis’s
Brebeuf Jesuit Preparatory School where her interest in nature and
the environment’s relationship with society was first peaked by
their remarkable science department and a summer marine biology
course hosted at Hawai’i Preparatory Academy. She is the proud
president of Alpha Chi Omega: Iota Rho, and her current postgraduation plans are to use all of her leadership experience to dive
in and change the narrative of corporate social responsibility within
the food and agriculture business.
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A CELEBRATION OF CREATIVE COMPLEXITY
Ariel Greenwood

Review of Charles Massy, Call of the Reed Warbler: A New
Agriculture, a New Earth (White River Junction, VT: Chelsea Green
Publishing, 2017).

Call of the Reed Warbler, Charles Massy’s new poetic tome
on regenerative agriculture in Australia and beyond, is several
books in one. It features profiles of innovative practitioners
told in a memoir format that also draws heavily on Massy’s
doctoral work in human ecology. It’s an ode to abundant and
self-willed ecosystems, and at the same time, a celebration of
the role humans must play in restoring environments.
Unique to Call of the Reed Warbler is Massy’s perspective as
a practitioner—a Merino sheep rancher and breeder for four
decades. After taking over his family farm in his early twenties,
Massy was immersed in the latest thinking on chemical pest
control, pasture improvement, and conventional sheep breeding. His book thus reads as his journey back to nature—to the

bottom-line accounting. But perhaps more importantly, he
delves into the principles behind the work of those he profiles.
Still, his book castigates mainstream agriculture today, criticizing practitioners whose practices don’t ring as regenerative.
While he gives significant context to their profiles, he does little
to acknowledge the real-world constraints limiting the available options to farmers and ranchers who may not have embraced the principles or practices of regenerative agriculture.
Massy attributes their approach to a Mechanistic mind, rather
than to a complex matrix of circumstances perhaps not expe-

natural patterns and principles that underlie an agriculture

rienced by those whose farms he celebrates. So while the book

with a very different trajectory from what he’d inherited.

does plenty to elevate the cause of an agriculture that restores

No doubt in part because of his own perspective as a practitioner, Massy spares us some of the wide-eyed idealism that

its environs, it doesn’t offer many practical pathways for those
looking to make a change in their own operations.

sometimes characterizes some discussions on regenerative

With this being said, the book remains a really worthwhile

agriculture. Discussions framed in this way can laud its bene-

read. Regenerative agriculture may be a recent term, with

fits while simplifying the challenges inherent to trying to make

its rising stars often being those who self-promote or capi-

land better in an economy that values only a narrow set of what

talize on exceptional circumstances. But many of Call of the

farmers and ranchers can actually produce. Rather, Massy

Reed Warbler’s protagonists have been seeking to reform ag-

focuses on those who’ve managed to bring about measur-

riculture for decades. He explores the Yeoman legacy—how

able change on their land while staying in the green on triple

an Australian miner’s understanding of water and geology is
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rehydrating landscapes across the globe. He delves into the life

once-barren pasture due to improved livestock management,

of Allan Savory, founder of the Holistic Management approach

the natural springs that begin flowing again, and the wildlife

to stewarding resources and rangeland. Massy also features

that begins to populate landscapes once water, soil, and vege-

folks like Colin Seis, who developed the idea of pasture crop-

tation return—and that in turn introduces new seeds and mi-

ping at scale, among other unsung heroes in Australia who for

crobes to add to the upward spiral of biodiversity.

decades have been using the whole-systems approach to management to restore the hydrology, species diversity, and overall
profitability of their lands, long before their work was under-

Complex creative systems also lead to, and are reciprocally
developed by, the people who find new sustenance in healthy

stood or celebrated as it is today.

landscapes—families that develop new ways of working togeth-

Massy grounds his book in an ode to the intergenerational in-

fair wages because of the growing capacity and productivity of

telligence carried by its indigenous populations, who navigated
their environs through complex songlines and an expansive
sense of kinship. As Massy describes it, the aboriginal cosmology precluded the reductive, anonymous, and extractive
tendencies that he says characterize modern agriculture—and
unsurprisingly, their lifeway and worldview was swiftly com-

er on the land, and companies that can hire new help and offer
their farms and ranches. In the long run, the best that farmers
and ranchers of all stripes can do is to manage for emergence—
the expanding fountain of resiliency and biodiversity that, as
he quotes Aldo Leopold, implies a “capacity of the land for
self-renewal.”

promised when Western agriculture expanded throughout

With self-organization and emergence as central themes,

Australia’s continent.

Massy structures his book using a series of principles that

According to Massy, the aboriginal relationship did not observe
the leave-no-trace ethic taken for granted by Western environmentalists today. In contrast, Australia’s original people practiced a land tending that was at times heavy handed, setting
strategic fires that revitalized landscapes in their wake. By
working within deeply understood cycles and seasons, their relationship with land was one of mutual benefit and reciprocity.
Massy’s book offers the possibility that, provided we observe a
few essential principles and go forth with great humility, even
those generationally separated from our own indigenous roots
can be in relationship with natural systems in a way that is
emergent and beneficial for all life.
To Massy, the aboriginal Australian relationship with land and

build on the ideas of holistic management as developed by
Allan Savory. He contends that in order to make appreciable
change on the landscape, we must regenerate the solar-energy
function, the water cycle, and the soil-mineral cycles. We must
also support dynamic ecosystems and develop our skills in the
human-social dimensions of land restoration. It’s Massy’s view
that all five of these principles must be addressed in concert if
we are to address the growing ecological crises that threaten all
of Earth’s life support systems.
But he pays special attention to the last dimension, the human-social layer of landscapes. Here, he celebrates people
like Fred Provenza and Rowan Reid—minds he considers
truly emergent—who have managed to grok the depth and di-

life indicates an understanding of what he calls a “complex

rectionality of plant-animal-fungi ecosystems. To Massy, the

creative system.” Here, Massy’s doctorate in human ecology

way we relate to our environments is rooted in our mental

and its attendant theoretical perspectives shine through. To

models about how change works and how nature functions.

Massy, a complex creative system is one that is self-organiz-

To find a better relationship, we have to consider natural

ing and emergent. It’s the native grasses that begin to grow in

systems anew.
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Farmers and ranchers themselves may have the most familiarity with the topics explored in Charles Massy’s book and the
most resonance with the expanded directions taken by him in
his exploration of new-old ways of producing food, fuel, and
fiber. But the book is a five-hundred-page tome that gestures at
our latest and best exploration of an agriculture for the future.
Some practitioners may appreciate hearing from one of their
own, while others may feel alienated by the dismissive attitude
Massy maintains when discussing practices that don’t fit his
principles of complex creative systems. Still, this book will be
appreciated by just about anyone interested in the connections
between what they eat and wear and the integrity of ecosystems. It paints a picture of a necessary and attainable future of
healthy soils and dynamic and productive ecosystems, serving
as a guidepost along the way.

Ariel Greenwood is a grazier based in New Mexico who works with
livestock to feed people and support ecosystems.
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CHN Bookshelf
A regular feature calling attention to important books and
articles that CHN staff, board, and collaborating scholars are
reading and recommend. Quot libros, quam breve tempus.

Sharon Blackie
If Women Rose
Rooted: A Journey
to Authenticity and
Belonging

adrienne maree
brown
Pleasure Activism:
The Politics of Feeing
Good

Mary DeMocker
The Parents’ Guide to
Climate Revolution
(NEW WORLD LIBRARY, 2018).

(SEPTEMBER PUBLISHING
COMPANY, 2019).

(AK PRESS, 2019).

David Goodhart

Catherine Keller

Robert Macfarlane

The Road to
Somewhere: The
New Tribes Shaping
British Politics

Political Theology
of the Earth: Our
Planetary Emergency
and the Struggle for a
New Public

Underland: A Deep
Time Journey

(PENGUIN BOOKS, 2017).

(W.W. NORTON & CO, 2019).

(COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
PRESS, 2018).

Bill McKibben

George Monbiot

Tommy Orange

Falter: Has the
Human Game Begun
to Play Itself Out?

Out of the Wreckage:
A New Politics for an
Age of Crisis

There There

(HENRY HOLT, 2019).

(VERSO, 2017).

Akiba Solomon and
Kenrya Rankin

Esther Sternberg

How We Fight White
Supremacy: A Field
Guide to Black
Resistance
(BOLD TYPE BOOKS, 2019).

Kathryn Yusoff
A Billion Black
Anthropocenes or
None
(UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
PRESS, 2018).
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Healing Spaces: The
Science of Place and
Well-Being
(BELKNAP PRESS, 2019).

(VINTAGE BOOKS, 2018).

Patrice Vecchione
and Alyssa Raymond
eds. Ink Knows No
Borders: Poems of
the Immigrant and
Refugee Experience
(SEVEN STORIES PRESS, 2019).
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ART IN THE ANTHROPOCENE

These are some of the questions we have been
asking in our course, “Anthropocene: The Future
Is Now,” at the School of the Art Institute of
Chicago. A unique hybrid class combining studio
art and the natural sciences, it is modeled on a
Berlin-based project called “The Anthropocene
Curriculum,” in which we both have been active
since 2014. Organized by the Haus der Kulturen

The Center has been probing the role art, and aesthetics in general, can play in exploring and promoting human responsibilities in relation to nature
— the whole community of life. As part of this in-

open, globally relevant set of educational resources that are explicitly transdisciplinary in scope
and planetary in scale.2

vestigation, we began featuring in our publications

As part of the February 15th evening discussion,

artists who have a passion and mission focused on

I highlighted additional themes (to the students’

the humans and nature relationship. For example,
A NJA CL A U S

der Welt, the project’s goal has been to create an

the Winter 2019 issue of Minding Nature highlighted the collaboration with students from the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC) on
the theme of the Anthropocene.1 Following the
publication of that issue we organized an evening
of readings from their essays by the SAIC students
and presentations by SAIC faculty that was held at

contributions) within the current Anthropocene
discourse. These included the following reflections.
An important point to keep in mind as we re-imagine the human project going forward is that, although the term has been embraced by general
media outlets and referenced to by some in academia, scientists haven’t officially determined that

the school on February 15, 2019.

we are actually in a distinctive new geological epoch

The Center also understands the importance of

current epoch, the Holocene. The “Anthropocene”

attending to and amplifying the voices of the next
generation, probing how they understand themselves in nature in these times. Thus, the collaboration with the teachers and students of the SAIC
offered an important opportunity to share the insights and concerns of our future thought leaders
and creative artists via essays and scholarship as

in Earth’s history, officially marking the close of the
(an epoch marked by the emergence of humans
as the global geological force) is the term that
has been proposed, but it has not been officially
accepted as a subdivision of geologic time by the
International Commission on Stratigraphy, nor by
the International Union of Geological Sciences.

well as via the audio and visual arts. SAIC faculty
members Andrew Yang and Jeremy Bolen provided a background and overview of the work they
and their students are confronting:
Geologists have proposed that the Earth
has entered a new geological epoch, the
Anthropocene. Distinct from the Holocene,
which started 11,650 years ago at the end of the
last ice age, the term “Anthropocene” suggests
that human beings have made an indelible mark
on the Earth—that our species has become a predominant planetary force. What do we do with
such an awareness of how nature and culture
have become so inextricably and precariously entwined, emotionally, politically, or aesthetically?

Geolspiral
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Philosophers and environmentalists generally ac-

integration. This merger looks more like a

knowledge that human activities have had wide-

takeover, wherein the powerful have wiped

spread even global effects on natural ecosystems

out and reconstructed the indigenous human

and the biophysical systems of the Earth, but

and more-than-human world for purposes of

many are skeptical about the term Anthropocene.

appropriation. This form of merger might not

This nomenclature both evokes scientific facts—

signal the “coupling” of society and nature;

concerning anthropogenic influence—and may

rather, it breeds scarcity for both.

affirm ethical values—concerning anthropocentric superiority. The latter is problematic; such
human-centeredness is at the root of our ecological predicaments and must be overcome if we are
to move ahead in a truly sustainable direction.
Many feel we still have an opportunity to re-imagine our path out from under this anthropocentric
position, but naming our new time the Human
epoch will hinder this effort. Alternative names
suggested for our new geologic epoch include the
Symbiocene (emphasizing the interdependence
and mutuality of living things) and the Ecozoic
(also emphasizing the Earth’s integral living
human and more-than-human community).

Anthropocene

ideal

accepts

the

humanization of the Earth as a reality, even
though this is still contestable, partially
reversible, and worthy of resistance. We are
capable of inspiring a different vision.
nn Perhaps the global predicament we find

ourselves in calls for drastic pulling back
and scaling down of the human presence—
welcoming the limitations of our numbers,
economies, forms of habitation, and uses of
land and sea so that humanity may flourish
together with the entire breadth of life.
On the other hand, a sentimental longing or
wistful affection for the past may lurk behind the

More specifically, Eileen Crist has provided the fol-

skepticism concerning the term Anthropocene.

lowing criticisms of the notion of the Anthropocene:3

It is hard to admit that the Holocene is over. But

nn The Anthropocene seems to focus mainly on

technological and managerial approaches to
make human dominion sustainable versus
challenging the concept of human dominion
of Earth in the first place.
nn The Anthropocene discourse veers away

from

environmentalism’s

dark

idiom

of destruction, depredation, rape, loss,
devastation, and deterioration of the noncolonial human and natural world into
tame vocabulary that humans are changing,
shaping,

transforming,

or

altering

the

biosphere, and in the process creating novel
ecosystems and anthropogenic biomes. This
vocabulary that we are simply “changing the
world” secures the colonial anthropocentric
ontological ground by silencing the displaced,
killed, and enslaved whose homelands have
been assimilated and whose lives have,
indeed, been changed forever—erased, even.
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nn The

looking to history, honoring and respecting the
past does not have to be nostalgic. It can actually be a necessary component in how we re-imagine ourselves going forward. Remembering Deep
Time, geology’s amazing contribution to the sciences, while looking forward to Big Time,4 beyond
political timelines and our own generation, might
be just the vision that can help us rebound.
Consider the following set of ideas offered by geologist Marcia Bjornerud, author of Timefulness:
How Thinking like a Geologist Can Help Save
The World, who is interviewed in this issue.5
nn Most humans have no sense of temporal

proportion—durations of the great chapters
in Earth’s history, the rates of change
during previous intervals of environmental
instability, the intrinsic timescales of natural
capital like groundwater systems. We tend to
be time illiterate. This ignorance of planetary
history undermines any claims we may make

nn This merger between the social and the

to modernity. We are navigating recklessly

natural that is at the heart of the Anthropocene

toward our future using conceptions of

discourse

time as primitive as a world map form the

may

not

be

about

mutual
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fourteenth century, when dragons lurked
around the edges of a flat Earth.
nn One begins to understand that rocks are

not nouns but verbs—visible evidence of
processes: volcanic eruption, the accretion of
a coral reef, the growth of a mountain belt.
Everywhere one looks, rocks bear witness to
events that unfolded over stretches of time.
Little by little, over more than two centuries,
the local stories told by rocks in all parts of
the world have been stitched together into a
great tapestry—the geologic timescale, or the
map of Deep Time.
nn “This brave new epoch is not the time when

we took charge of things; it is just the point
at which our insouciant and ravenous ways
started changing Earth’s Holocene habits. It
is also not the ‘end of nature’ but, instead,
the end of the illusion that we are outside

think about ourselves in time. They may
even provide templates for how we might
design infrastructures for intergenerational
governance.”7
The arts are an essential part in re-imagining
new modes of adaptation and participation by
expanding our conversations, as well as offering
alternative and tangible ways of re-doing our political and day-to-day actions. We do not need to
wistfully long for days gone by, but we do need
to uplift the past and present stories of Others,
especially those stories that have been neglected
and intentionally repressed; stories not just of the
human but of the more than human. Uplifting
these stories creatively may offer Earthlings a
wealth of insight and wisdom for traveling into
the long future. Creative imagination is what we
will need to rely on to shift our current unsustainable direction.

of nature. Dazzled by our own creations we
have forgotten that we are wholly imbedded
in a much older, more powerful world whose
constancy we take for granted. As a species,
we are much less flexible than we would like
to believe, vulnerable to economic loss and
prone to social unrest when nature—in the
guise of Katrina, Sandy, or Harvey, among
others—diverges just a little from what we
expect. Averse to even the smallest changes,
we have now set the stage for environmental
deviations that will be larger and less
predictable than any we have faced before.
The great irony of the Anthropocene is that
our outsized effects on the planet have in
fact put Nature firmly back in charge, with a
still-unpublished set of rules we will simply
have to guess at. The fossil record of previous
planetary upheavals makes it clear that there
may be a long period of biogeochemical
capriciousness before a new, stable regime
emerges.”6
nn “Our problem is that we lack both the appetite

and political-economic infrastructure for

As Senior Editor of Minding Nature, Anja Claus
manages the publication of the journal. She also
writes and searches out stories that help us reimagine
our relationship to each other and to planet Earth
as a whole.
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intergenerational thinking. This habit is hard
to break. But a group of time-transcending
art projects may serve as inspiration...
their purpose is to reframe the way we
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